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BLACK CRYPT 

“Stealthily, the cat crept into the crypt, 

crapped and crept out again.” Based in 

the States, the sinister sounding design 

group, Raven Software, has one aim in 

role-playing production, namely to leave 

nothing to the imagination and slap you 

straight in the face with the horror of 

dungeon questing. 

Black Crypt is Raven Software’s 

first RPG, but it is unlikely to be its last! It 

has to be said that the dungeons in 

Black Crypt look rather similar to DM but 

the graphics and sonics are spectacular, 

creating a truly evil atmosphere. 

Additionally, the amount of physical 

action and the numerous imaginative 

spells to cast makes Black Crypt the 

most physically exciting dungeon game 

yet. Black Crypt will be released on the 

Amiga in December, priced £25.99. 

SHUTTLE 

The excellent Shuttle, designed by 

Vektor Graphix and featured in issue 11 

of Games-X has received the ultimate 

praise. The team leader received a call we — ; : : 

from NASA which said it was amazed by LYNX VINDICATED 

the accuracy of the simulation. So much Technically, Atari’s natty little hand held 

so, that a rolling demo of Shuttle will be beats the competition hands down. But 

shown on a massive screen at NASA _ the reason the Lynx has yet to make a 

Space Centre, to show how the real mark for itself in this rapidly growing 

shuttle is used in space. industry is the disappointing display of 

Don’t miss out on Shuttle when itis games currently available, and_ in 

published by Virgin in the near future. particular the lack of well-known titles. 

 ATAC 
f you’re wondering what ATAC stands for, it's Advanced 
Tactical Air Command, Designed by Argonaut Software, 

the game is set in the near future where the world is 

suffering from a major disaster caused by the immense 
political and financial power of the drug barons. 

These narcotic kings from Colombia have grown so 
wealthy that corruption and violence have become a part of 
everyone’s lives and the cities are unsafe to inhabit. As 
Supreme Commander, the,US Government has decided that 
you are the person most able to snuff out the drug barons 
in a swift and ruthless strike. 

ATACG is part aircraft simulation and part operation 
strategy, in a covert offensive against a massive, powerful 
and corrupt force. You have icon control of 250 top agents 
and a sizeable tactical force of bombers and fighters. 

ATAC contains a fully realized 3D world complete 
with hills, mountains, roads, towns, cities and jungles. 
All of these regions are viewed through a number of 
camera angles. 

Your objective is to watch the plantations and the 
route of this despicable trade go up in smoke. Be 
warned however, it’s not going to be easy! 

ATAG will be released eased in early 1992, with a 
price tag of £39.99 for the PC version and £34.99 on 

Amiga and ST. 



4 lright, so | know we've already shown 

j you a brief glimpse of the legendary 

Bitmap Brother’s next bie release but in 

case you missed it here’s a progress report. 

Atter the development of Gods and Magic 

Pockets, The Chaos Engine features further 

advanced artificial principals with the 

‘ computer taking control of some of the 

: players as well as all the aliens. 

* The Ghaos Engine is for one to three 
; yamers and so this means that if there’s only 

one human player the computer 

controls the other two 

characters. 

The principal of 

Chaos Engine is to 

provide you with an all 

out action product that 

- utilises the features of 

role-playing. ina this 

way players are able 

to personalize their 

characters as they 

progress through to the 

end of the game. 

The Ghaos Engine 

- will be available from 
rue”) Renegade for the ST and Amiga 

early in 1992. 

But over the next year and beyond, 

some of the games which are to be, 

released on the Lynx will serve to 

give food for thought on which 

machine to buy. : 

Just a few of the many hot 

titles now in development ' , 

nelude Psygnosis’s impeccable 

Lemmings, Shadow of the Beast attractive buy! 

which should be a major graphical 

», achievement, as well as Vindicator, 

NFL Football and World Class Soccer. 

Big coin-op games which will be 

Ty hitting Atari's wee little screen include 

titles such as Strider Il, Switchblade II 

| and Pit Fighter. It seems that all of a 

sudden, the Lynx looks like a rather 

Which Computer? 10 
In doubt over which computer or 

console to buy? GX brings you 

the low-down on the machines 

available to help you choose. 

Copenhagen Comp 15 
Your chance to visit the Tripoli 

Gardens and the Little Mermaid in 

this great Electronic Arts compo. 

Its AD&D Month 24 
Games-X grills Bob Malin to find 
out how to turn fantasy into reality. 

i 7 

Moonstone 16 
Moonstone hits depths even 
lower than you thought possible, 
being more depraved than any of 
its predecessors. 

ANIGA 
Fi Grand Prix 20 

Magic Land Dizzy 21 
Martian Memorandum.....18 

Moonstone 16 

Vreom 22 

ATARI ST 
F1 Grand Prix 20 

Magic Land Dizzy. 21 
Vroom 22 

PC 
F1 Grand Prix ........-0100000020 

Martian Memorandum....18 

Moonstone. 16 

INSIDE INFO 
Bonanza Bros p.42 

Gallup Charts 9 
What is the best selling game on 
your format? 

Tip-X 27-29 
Alice in Wonderland guide plus 
tips on Bill and Ted’s Excellent 
Adventure and lots more. 

Arcades 31 
The latest in arcade releases: 

this week R-360 and Time 
Traveller Hologram from Sega. 

Console Connexions 32 
Seven full reviews, hot news on 
Prosoccer, plus hints and tips for 
the Super Famicom, PC Engine 
and Mega Drive. 

Dr X's Clinic 39 
The man with the answers. 

Street Talk 40 
Once again in London to find out 
what games are gracing the 
homes of our capital. 

Sneaky Peek 42-45 
They are the Bonanza Bros, but 
who the hell are you? Also, Star 
Trek Mania hits your screen. 

X-it 46 

MEGA DRIVE 
Dark Castle 33 

Starflight 36 

MASTER SYSTEM 
Strider 32 

World Class 

Leaderboard ........-.00000004 

NES 
Digger T ROCK..........000000+035 

LYNX 
Stun RUMMY ...crscccccrscccersee dt 
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SECURICOR, | 
SeuPRess > 

lready a big hit on the PC, Electronic Arts is soon to 

release Lord of the Rings on the Amiga. Programmed 

by Interplay, this offering is based around the classic 

Tolkien Middle Earth saga. 
Primarily a game of exploration and information 

gathering, combat will also remain an option since Middle 

Earth is home to orcs, wargs and other Tolkien characters. 

The game, which is volume 1 and encompasses the 

events of the first Lord of the Rings book, ‘Fellowship of 

the Ring’, will feature an easy-to-use point and click mouse 

interface. 1992 will see the release of the second volume 

based on ‘The Two Towers’. 

10TH-16TH OCTOBER 1991 
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Microprose is developing an arcade- 

based air-sim_ which is non-stop 

“DAGADAGADAGA’ from start to end. 

In Air Duel you can embark on 

dogfights over the trenches of Flanders 

in World War |, experiencing seat-of-the- 

pants action in a Sopwith Camel or a 

Fokker DR1. Tumble around the skies 

over the Pacific in a 1942 Wildcat and 

battle it out over the Middle East. Here 

you can choose to pilot a McDonnel 

Douglas F18 Hornet or a MiG 29. 

You can also enter the space age, 

duelling in one of two futuristic fighting 

vehicles protecting space stations. 

What other air-sim has given you 

this much variety in one package? Air 

Duel will be released in early 1992 on 

the Amiga and PC. 



mh team Cryo was designing a 

based on Soviet politics called 

when the coup occured. 

uently development time has 

n extended in order to include ‘The 

| Chapter’. af 

This very current affair relives the 

attempted overthrow of Gorbachev and 

actually plays from the Soviet leaders 

Dacha during this traumatic time. 

The game will be released in April 

‘92. Such attention to detail emphasises 

the painstaking work involved in this 

massive and intricate offering. Watch out 

for more news on KGB. 

SEGA TV 

Sega is stepping up its TV advertising 

campaign just in time for Christmas. First 

showings of the new commercial 

appeared during the weekend of 

October 5th. Featuring the slick 

Sega kid and his new 

girlfriend the ad shows our 

hero playing a Game Gear. 

Watch out for the advert 

=, during the breaks between 

the Motormouth TV Show to find out 

exactly what happens. 

i 

NINTENDO TV 
Meanwhile, those of you with Sky may 

ke to tune into the Children's Channel 

for a dose of the Super Mario Challenge! 

RETURN OF THE 
WITCH LORD 
ADDITIONAL QUESTS FOR THE 

No.1 GAME HEROQUEST 
The Witch Lord has returned to the fallen city of Kalos and now 
sits on the throne watching the Plains of Death, seeing anyone who 
dares approach. You must make the journey to Kalos and search 
out the Witch Lord or the Empire could fall to his evil minions. 

Available now on: Amiga, Atari ST/STE and Amstrad, Spectrum 
and Commodore 64 cassette and disk. _—— 

Prercouest 
© 1991 Hasbro 

: { ‘ Bradley UK 
A - Le { . ih A= Limited in 

Gremlin Graphics [5 os |) association with 
Software Ltd., Carver House, a ~ LS | me Were 

+ > 2 — > Imited. 
7-4 Carver Street, Sheffield Si 45S. : E = 
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_ HeroQuest, is soon to be released by Gremlin. 

Space Crusade is a high adventure game set aboard 

a spaceship infested with terrifying aliens and 

awesome weapons. 

Enlist with the space marines and enter the 

fiercest conflict mankind has ever faced! Forgotten 

starships, infested with chaos, drift from the warp. 

Only the bravest come back. The question is, will you 

be one of them? 

Each game sends the space marines on a new 

mission. You play one of the lads and will have to 

choose your weapons carefully before entering the 

alien spaceship which has a squad of four as well as 

a commander. 

The computer controls the aliens and attempts to 

destroy the marines. In addition, it also controls the 

Dreadnought, a war machine more formidable than 

any man alive. Failure brings nothing, but success 

will yield imperial honours and the exalted rank of 

Captain Senioris. 

Space Crusade features atmospheric 3D isometric 

graphics and sound effects. The game will be 

available from Gremlin in time for Christmas and will 

appear on the ST, Amiga, Amstrad, Spectrum and 

C64. Don’t miss it. 

Lee 
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VECTOR SOCCER © 

Zepplin Games is soon to release 

Graeme Souness Vector Soccer on 

the ST and Amiga. 

All the players will be drawn as 

vector puppets and are blessed with 

artificial intelligence. 

The game itself can be played by 

one or two people and also includes an 

international tournament. 

Depending on_ personal pre- 

ferences, crowd barriers, stands, goal 

nets, pitch lines, corner flags and pitch 

patterns may be included. 

Available any day _ now, _ this 

promises to be an interesting idea. 

GAMESMASTER © 

Channel 4 TV is set to launch a 10 part 

series called Gamesmaster, dedicated 

to all aspects of computer, console and 

arcade games in all their diversity. 

The range will cover RPGs and 

stategy games through to the more 

conventional shootem-ups, platform 

games and simulations. 

At least 30 competitors are urgently 

required to be featured on the show in 

‘gladiatorial’ challenges. 

Anyone interested should write to: 

Hewland International. Gamesmaster 

Competition, 1 Indescon Court, 

Millharbour, London E14 STN. 

The following details should also be 

included: Game achievements — high 

scores etc, supported with photographic 

evidence where __ possible, age, 

occupation, contact phone number and 

address and a recent photograph. 

The programme begins on Tuesday 

December 31st at 6.30pm. 

WHAT'S OUT AND WHEN 
if any of the games we review are not due for release for several weeks, What's 

Out and When is our guide to when the games are actually due to hit the streets. 

The list below details which games will be released — ie when you will be able to 

buy them - during the next seven days... 

Product House Team 
Blue Max Mindscape 360 
Blues Brothers itus 
Dark Castles Sega In house 
Factory Panic Sega In house 

fincent Bethelot 

Format A Price Date 
ST - £30.99 17/10/91 
imiga, ST,PC = £25.99 17/10/91 

Mega Drive £39.99 16/10/91 
Game Gear £19.99 17/10/91 

Games Pack 2 Mindscape Software Toolworks PCCD-ROM £108.58 14/10/91 

Golden Axe Sega In house 
Mega lo Mania Imageworks Sensible Software 
Scrooge Leisureland In house SF 

Space Wrecked Leisureland In house 

Game Gear £28.99 17/10/91 

Amiga, ST £30.99 16/10/91 

PC 14/10/91 

Accolade In house ST £24.99 16/10/91 
Dream Factory Digital Integration 

___ Graeme Ing Gremlin 

625.99 18/10/91 
£29.99 14/10/91 

Amiga, ST 

Amiga, ST 
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(24) hia! | __520STE DISCOVERY 

XTRA PACK 
HARDWARE: 
512K 520ST-E + MOUSE 

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE: : 
ANARCHY - Arcade Game 

INDIANA JONES - Arcade Adv . 
SUPER CYCLE - Racing Gam 

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE: 
CONTROL.ACC - Utility Software 
EMULATOR.ACC - Utility Software 
FIRST BASIC - Programming .. 
NEOCHROME .- Art Package .. 
ST TOUR - Tutorial .. 

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER: 
ATARI CX40 JOYSTICK .. 

PLUS! FREE FROM (SILICA: 
TENSTAR GAMES PAC! 
PRODUCTIVITY Sey 

TOTAL VALUE: £834.54 
YOU SAVE: _-£505.54 

SILICA: £329 

COLOUR 
CATALOGUE 

| 0 

FRE 1040ste FAMILY 1 1040ste + Mouse ..... 39999 
1. PLAY & LEARN . $76.59 

CURRICULUM PACK 2 sunior scxoov £58.54 
3, GCSE REVISION £55.54 

The Family Curriculum Pack 7 eiciNESS COMPUT! £159.85 
comes with a 1040ST-E com- 5° CREATIVE COMPUTING .... £134.97 ATARI 520ST-FM 
puter and mouse plus 5 software 
modules (3 titles in each), one for BE SEER COM ee £219.78 D ISCOVE RY PAC K 

.. £104.97 

ACCOMMODATION 

tion of education, creative and ——— 
business software from Atari, TOTAL VALUE: £1210.23 
plus the FREE entertainment and YOU SAVE: £811.23 
productivity packs from Silica, 
makes for a package the whole 
family can enjoy! 

PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOM — SILICA PRICE - INC VAT + FREE DELIVERY 

FROM SILICA 
WITH EVERY | 

TOTAL FREE “PACKAGE 
TENSTAR GAMES PACK - £219.78: 
Asterix - By Coktel Vision .. £24.99 
Chess Player 2150 - By CP Software ....... £24.95 
Drivin’ Force - By Digita! Magic . £19.95 
Live & Let Die - By Elite ............. £19.99 
Onslaught - By Hewson . £19.99 
Pipe Mania - By Empire Software ............ £24.99 
Rick Dangerous - By Firebird .... . £24.99 
Rock ‘n’ Roll - By Rainbow Arts .. £19.99 
Skweek - By US Gold £19.99 
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark . . £19.95 

PRODUCTIVITY PACK - £104: 97: 
1st Word - Word Processor . . £59.99 
Spell It! - Spel! Checker .. £19.99 
ST Basic - Programming Language ............ £24.99 

TOTAL RRP: £324.75 

TANCUF MES 
JIS TAR Se 

The TenStar anes Pack is THE software 
compendium for Atari ST owners, featuring ten top 
titles with a variety of different types of games for 
you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in its own 
plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full 
instructions. The TenStar Games Pack is FREE! 
when you buy your ST from Silica Systems. 

worn £219.78 
EDEL SILICA SYSTEMS ST , 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 

y ) PRODUCTIVITY PACK E 9 HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
Every Atari ST from Silica comes with a FREE Silica ST Productivity Pack, fiona Atari ST from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full colour 
worth over £100, This pack has been specially put yal by Silica to heip brochure with accommodation vouchers. These vouchers entitle 2 
you to get to grips with the productive side of - people to stay up to 16 nights in one hotel (or 
computing from day one. Each title has been tried ee ease any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights) | ges 
and tested by tens of thousands of Atari ST owners, | a with accommodation FREE (you could take |. 
who have begun word processing with ist Word J" a ji up to six nights for four people, or other 
and programming with Atari ST Basic. pai options). Choose from the 250 hotels featured 
ist WORD - from GST .... £59.99 fe in the catalogue. All you have to pay for are 
ae e oe with + £19.99 |) 2s =e your meals (prices are listed in the brochure). 

= tutorial . £24.99 ‘ 
eed Reduced rates in top London hotels and 

TOTAL RRP: £104.97 = hotels in France are also featured. PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Fel: (8: 308. mH 
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening 

LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, WiP OBA Tal Tr = 8 4000 
Opening Hours: __ Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Fax No: O7+-3234737 

LONDON (SELFRIDGES): ist Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, WiA 1AB Tel: 071-6239 1234 
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Ask for extension 32= 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 88ti 
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm Late Night: Friday untii 7pm Fax No: 067-309 0017 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
@ FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK. 
@ TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Atari technical experts at your service. 
® PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a ‘‘Same product - Same price’ basis. 
®@ ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
® BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders. 
® SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
® THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Atari requirements from one supplier. 
® FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details. 
® PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 

u decide when to buy your new Atari ST computer, we suggest you think very carefully about 
you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your ST, when you may re- 
onal peripherais or SECS = be and advice with ie new purchase. And, will the com- 

To: sili ca Systems, Dept GAMEX-0991-63, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent DA*4 <D 

i PLEASE SEND FREE ATARI COLOUR CATALOGUE : 
i Mr/Mrs/Ms: ........-- Initials f2osrecesncere Suigiagnes. ee nee eee Ea Se F 

ie re Sn en a Se oe Sac ee (ee es ; 
We have been establis ed for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled 

3 tomers requirements with an understan- 
iete and return the coupon now 
ms Service’. 

SILICA HA 
SYSTEMS 



@ First there was ... 
GAUNTLET *" — 

The Arcade Sensation. 

@ Then came ... 
GAUNTLET *" IT — 

An Innovation. 

@ NOW U.S. GOLD 
brings to you ... 
GAUNTLET *" III 
— The Revelation. 

Enter the mystical 
world of Capra, the 
land of eight kingdoms 
and battle against the 

- Available on: 
CBM 64/128 cassette & disk 
SPECTRUM 128K,+2,+3 

cassette. 

AMSTRAD 6128, 6128+ 

cassette & disk. 

ATARI ST/STE, 
CBM AMIGA. 

© 1991 TENGEN INC. Aianeees TENGEN | 
Corporation. The Name in Coin-Op Conversions - 

U.S. Gold Ltd, Units 2/3 Holford Way, 
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. 

Tel: 021 625 3366. 
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@ | Al SILENT NT SERVICE 9 — gas 

3 ivi MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE 

MONKEY ISLAND = 
IN HOUSE House: LUCASFILM Tani: 

A4 DIZZY COLLECTION. 
Herwse: CODEMASTERS *220%: OLIVER TWI 

410) *| SPEEDBALL 2 2 ee 

MONKEY. ISLAND 
House: LUCASFILM fee: IN HOUSE 

BIG BOX sm: vanious THUNDERHAWK 
Rouse: CORE DESIGN 72m: MARK AVORY 

PGA TOUR GOLF RAILROAD TYCOON 
Yeny ECTRONIC ARTS Team: LEE ACTOR House: MICROPROSE Te: 

2 Bai mcrons FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER 
LAGE M MUTANT HE HERO TURTLES 

Teg 

2: PSYGNOSIS 7:71; DMA DESIGN 

4 PREDATOR 2 
Team: ARC DEVELOPMENTS 

HEROQUEST 
EMLIN Yarn: 2218 

7 WING COMMANDER @ 
Revse: MINDSCAPE Ye2r: ORIGIN 

iG ‘COMMANDER 2 
Team: ORIGIN 

BATMAN — — THE MOVIE 
HIT SQUAD {ca™: OCEAN 

‘OLOSSUS CHESS Xx 
: CDS Year: IN HOUS| 

TURBO OUTRUN 
KIXX ¥en: ICE SO! 

SHADOW OF THE BEAST 
SIZZLERS REFLECTIONS 

All Games-X charts are compiled by Gallup Ltd, and 
are copyright of European Leisure Software * New Entry A Climber © Non mover 

Y Faller * Re-entry Publishers Associtation. 
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“NEO GEO SUPER FAMICOM 

It's a toughie this 

one! Our intrepid 

‘reviewers, John and 
Nick, pull out all the 
stops to answer 

three earth 

shattering questions. 

Firstly, which is the 

best machine in 

terms of features, 

regardless of price? 

Secondly, which is 
the best value for 

money, and thirdly, 
which has the best 

selection of 

software? 

going to focus on; five consoles and four 

computers. The Mega Drive, Master System, Super 

Famicom, NES, and Neo Geo will all come under 

scrutiny, along with the Amiga, the Atari ST, the Acorn 

Archimedes and the IBM PC compatible machines. 

Now before anyone gets a bee in their bonnet 

about us not including their favourite machine, what we 

are doing is looking at the most popular machines of the 

moment, along with those which are destined to be a big 

noise in the future. 

: n all there are nine different machines which we are 

GRAPHICS 
Without a shadow of a doubt, the Neo Geo home 

console is the most graphically impressive. With the 

mind-blowing possibility of 4,096 different colours and 

no less than 380 sprites on the screen at any one time, it 

leaves the competition far behind. 

Well, after that impressive opening, one can only 

wonder what the others have to offer. Graphically, the 

closest is the Nintendo Super Famicom with its fabbo 

256 colours out of a whopping 32,000, with 128 on- 

screen sprites. The dedicated chip can move and scale 

sprites in a super smooth manner. 

The IBM PC in glorious VGA mode can produce 

still pictures which can hardly be beaten. In interactive 

adventures the effect can be quite stunning. However, 

the scrolling effect isn’t always much cop, but then it all 

depends on the machine type and the processor speed. 

"A close contender on the computer front is the 

Archimedes. Splendid graphic capabilities are held 

down only by the sheer lack of support in the 

commercial market. More of an educational 

computer than a games machine, some of the 

graphics are awe-inspiring. 

The NES and Master System fall 

into the deep pit of being 8-bit 

machines. Obviously these cannot 

compete with the big boys, although 

the Master System does put up a 

spirited fight on the graphic front, 

comparing quite well despite often appearing 

blurry. The NES’ meagre 16 colours shows up its 

inadequacies, being rather chunky with average 

scrolling. Of course, a lot depends on the cartridge used. 

The Amiga is the brick of the bunch. It is a solid 

all-round performer in most aspects, and graphically is 
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SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 

LEMMINGS — Undoubtedly one of the best games 

available for the ST is Lemmings from Psygnosis, which 

incorporates splendid presentation with superb 

gameplay 

FANTASIA ~ The Mega Drive has 
many superb titles, a visually 
impressive one being Fantasia 

from the Mickey Mouse series 

no exception. It compares slightly 

more favourably than the Atari 

ST, although its technical 

specification seems flawed 

compared to most consoles, 

with fewer colours and on- 

screen sprites. 

Remarkably, this 

doesn’t seem to affect the 

games available on the Amiga. 

Programmers do support it in a big way, making the 

most of its capabilities. 

The Mega Drive graphics seem to be excellent 



and, although not stunning, only the obscenely good 

Neo Geo and Super Famicom can beat it on this front. 

However it does have more than enough to satisfy the 

eager games player. With 80 on-screen sprites, you can 

de sure of some blistering action with breath-taking 

graphics, if you have the right game. 

SOUND 
When considering the computers, it is the Amiga which 

stands out due to its four channel stereo sound and 

excellent sample tracking capabilities. Those of you 

who've experienced Amiga sound will know just how hot 

t can be! However, the quality is very much dependant 

on the standard of the programming teams and 

musicians responsible for the games. 

Soundwise, the ST is an interesting beastie. The 

old STfm possessed a particularly naff three channel 

Yamaha chip not unlike that in the Amstrad CPC micro. 

However, with the dawn of the STe, we now get stereo 

sound and advanced sample manipulation similar to the 

Amiga. On top of this the ST boasts built-in MIDI ports 

for connection to any keyboard or synth boasting the 

ndustry standard port. 

The Archimedes also has some snazzy 

capabilities but the biggest limitation here is that the 

thing has an awful internal speaker. Yuck! It may be 

doing something impressive but you have to find a way 

of routing it out through a decent amp before you can 

actually hear it properly! 

The PC, due it’s open architecture, can be as 

good or as bad as you like. At worst it is more feeble 

NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

XENON Il - Most of us in the office agree that Xenon Il 

is probably the best game for the Amiga. Frenzied 

blasting with startling presentation and a superb 

soundtrack make it a sure-fire winner 

: : —| Sepik ae 

GOLF — Waddling around a golf course in silly trousers 

and stupid hats rarely appeals to me, but Top Player's 

Golf on the Neo Geo is quite astounding. 64 meg of 

code on a single cartridge makes this the most 

impressive sport sim ever 

than a Spectrum, while at best it possesses 16 channel 

stereo sound with digitized speech! However, you have 

to pay for this by purchasing a special sound board, 

such as the incredible Soundblaster. Pretty much all 

games support the major sound cards so getting 

some tunes in your games shouldn't be too hard! 

The consoles are all fairly well catered for in 

the sound department. The worst is undoubtedly 

the NES but it is only 8-bit technology so we can 

be forgiving! It's capable of three channel sound 

so you can have your tunes blaring at the same 

time as the sound effects. Good enough, ‘innit? 

The Sega Master System is the only other 8-bit 

IBM PC 

machine we’re looking at here and it’s not half bad! The 

four channel sound is easily as good as the ST so draw 

your conclusions from that. 

From here on we start looking at the really 

impressive stuff! The Mega Drive has 10 channel stereo 

sound which is easily as good as an arcade unit and will 

doubtless impress anyone who hears it! On the other 

hand the Nintendo Super Famicom has eight channel 

stereo sound which is equally as impressive and capable 

of doing whacky things with samples just like the Amiga. 

However, if you’re searching for the most 

awesome unit available you have to turn to the Neo Geo, 

which offers 15 channel stereo sound of which seven are 

dedicated to digitized speech! We're talking seriously 

impressive here, it just leaves everything else standing! 

SOFTWARE 
Of the units we are examining here, the one which has 

the biggest problem in terms of software availability is 

the Archimedes. Unfortunately, due to the computer's 

price many software companies shy away from 

producing for it, probably feeling that it’s not really a 

highly profitable market. 

The Amiga is without a doubt the machine blessed 

with the greatest number of games due to the immense 

popularity of the unit. The biggest problem though, from 

which the PC and ST also suffer, is the fact that the 

games are all far too expensive for most young people to 

be able to afford. The best games are at present about 

£25 to £30 and you really have to choose carefully! 

Tee 
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The best PC software currently comes in from the 

States, released by companies such as Sierra and 

Origin. Most of you who read the computer press will 

have doubtless seen the incredible graphics on titles 

such as Space Quest IV and believe me, the games 

play just as well as they look. 

Of the consoles, the only one which really isn’t 

that well catered for is the Neo Geo. When a game 

costs £150, the possibilities for the average kid in the 

street are a little limited, so it doesn’t really matter how 

incredible the end products are. 

Unless Granny’s an incredibly rich lady you’re not 

likely to get too many of these for Christmas. In the UK 

there are currently only 10 or 11 titles about and you 

have to know where to go to get em. 

The Famicom is also a little ridiculous in the price 

department due mainly to the fact that it’s available only 

on import. Nintendo, in its infinite wisdom, has decided 

not to release the unit in the UK until a date after which 

the machine will be obsolete in the rest of the world. 

In the meantime this means you pay £50 a throw 

for your imported games. There is an ever growing 

catalogue in the States and Japan, so as long as 

suppliers like Console Concepts keep going you'll 

always be able to get something new. 

SKYHAWK — NES games vary in quality Gy an 

iegree. Captain Skyhawk is certainly one of 

otvem-ups in the vein of the ancient 
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from Sierra gives some of the most incredible graphics ever 

ACE OF ACES — Battling in the skies in your wooden 

wonder is a real treat on the Master System. Ar aring 

success on the computer formats years ago, Ace 
of 

Aces has made a welcome return 

The Master System and the NES are very popular 

and it is possible to go to your local shop and pick up the 

latest releases. Over the last few years the NES has 

been the most popular machine in the States and there 

are thousands and thousands of games. 

Unfortunately, many of them aren't particularly 

wonderful so you have to be choosy. Likewise the 

Master System seems to be inundated with ageing 

arcade and home computer conversions. 

This leaves us with the Mega Drive which, without 

a doubt, has one of the fastest growing catalogues. It is 

most definitely ‘the machine of the moment’ as every 

man and his pet gerbil seem to be writing games for it. 

UK software houses are taking a healthy interest 

in the unit, so by this time next year the market will be 

swamped with games in which you can understand the 

on-screen prompts! 

Unfortunately price is again a problem with the 

cartridges coming in at around the £25 or £30 mark, 

however this seems to be the trend of the moment so 

there’s no escaping it. 

Value for money is a tricky notion to consider. Where do 

you draw the line between silly money and quality; 

diamonds and pap? Nor is it a simple case of judging the 

hardware, pound for pound. We've had to consider the 

_ cost of the games themselves, and what you actually 

get for your money. 

Cheap need never be tacky, although it often is, 

and with a really expensive machine you want 

something with that extra sparkle. 

The Neo Geo is a classic case in point. It’s all fine 

and groovy to have the actual arcade-quality console, 

but when you realise that the cartridges cost a mint, and 

there are only a few of them available — what’s the 

point? Anyone would love one, but you could buy a 

Mega Drive for the price of a single game! Now that’s 

what | call silly money. 

The IBM's are a different kettle of fish altogether. 

To play any decent games you need to have the whole 

caboodle of bolt-on attachments to the basic machine. 

The cost of all these adds up. Of course, there are more 

and more special deals now, although these still cost 

more than the most expensive console. 

However, the PC is extremely versatile, and it 

was only relatively recently that software houses began 

to tap the huge potential of the dormant PC games 

market. With the massive range of games coming out, 

particularly from the States, it may not be such bad 

value — so long as it ain't solely for pleasure. 

At the bottom end of the scale are the 8-bit NES 

and Master System. You can collect these for peanuts 

compared to the computers, but then you do get what 

you pay for. 

The computers do seem to be rather more 

expensive than all the consoles, but then there is some 

versatility. For both the ST and Amiga, you do get a 

whopping library of excellent games at reasonable 

prices. The exception to the rule is the Archimedes 

which, although it has a slowly increasing amount of 

software, isn’t worth investing in solely for gaming fun. 

The Sega Mega Drive is the best value gaming 

bundle for pure fun, at a price less than a Neo Geo 

cartridge with a quickly growing library of games, and 

full Sega support to boot. The cartridges may seem a 

tad expensive, but they aren’t much more than the 

standard for an Amiga or ST game. With the increasing 

number of cartridge rental places, you need never get 

tied down with a real bogie of a game. 

day ta 
tOn 

After wading through the quagmire of games machines, 

i's time to make the Games-X choice of choices. We 

looking haven't been solely at the machine 



characteristics, but also at general all-round value, 

support, quality of sound and graphics, and game 

availability and cost. Naturally, some of these machines 

are so god-damn super-duper it makes you sick, but 

these are held down by the lack of, or the expense of, 

the software. So bye-bye Neo Geo and the Super 

Famicom, excellent though they are. 

Value for money is a major factor, although just 

because you can win one in a box of cornflakes doesn’t 

make them any better. The NES and Sega Master 

System are cheap 'n’ cheerful, but in the age of 16-bit 

plus computers they are now a trifle dated. Things have 

greatly improved since then, so these can assuredly be 

left out of the running. 

This leaves the Sega Mega Drive standing proud. 

Not only is it excellent value for money, but it also 

possesses all the requirements for hours of 

PROVOCATOR ~ There aren't many shooty- 

shooty’s for the Archie, in fact there aren't many 

games for it at all. However, Provocator frony 

Rage is great if you like Defender-style mayhem 

gameplaying enjoyment. It has decent sound, graphics, 

and an ever growing library of software to back it up. 

On the computer front, the contenders are the 

Amiga, Atari ST, Archimedes and IBM PC clashing in a 

right royal rumble. Without setting off another ‘my 

computer is better than thine’ argument, the Amiga 

pummels the ST on quality, and the ST can retort with 

an upper-cut on the price. 

The Amiga is the stronger contender however, 

and brushes aside both the ST and the good-looking 

Archimedes, strutting about in expensive silk shorts but 

with hardly any fans to urge it on. 

The battle boils down to the Amiga vs PC title 

fight. The PC is a touch too mature, arrogant and glitzy, 

but, with a few face lifts in the form of a sound board and 

VGA, it is a formidable opponent. However, the Amiga 

wins, not on graphical looks but on the sheer number of 

its backers, games and fans. 

Of course, the choice is yours. Having put 

everything together we can only narrow the great games 

machines down to two, with the Mega Drive having the 

narrow lead. So, we’re sitting on a fence; it’s a tad 

uncomfortable but we ain't shifting. 

|ATARIST 7 @ 
PC % 9 
ARCHIMEDES 8 7 
NEO GEO 19 40 
FAMICOM 9 -~= 9 

NES 6 5 
|MASTERSYSTEM 7 $6 

GRAPHICS SOUND SOFTWARE 

My personal favourite has to be the IBM PC in its full 

add-on glory. Quite simply, playing interactive 

graphic adventures and flight simulators is a joy fo 

behold, so long as you have a sound board, a hard 

drive and VGA graphics... 

Coming a close second are the Amiga and 

Super famicom. The Amiga because of old 

allegiances and the sheer number of games, and 

the Famicom because of the amazing, stunning 

Tennis game — don'tcha just love it! 

I must admit to having a bit of a soft spot for the 

Super Famicom, | know it’s a bit of a shock to the 

wallet but there are some amazing games around 

for it. The infamous Tennis game is worthy of 

special note along with F-Zero, R-Type and of 

course Super Marioworld. 

The PC also looks set to have a rosy future, the 

open architecture ensures that it will always be on 

top of the heap, all we need now is for it to come 

down in price a little. 

I have to go for the Amiga since | own one and the 

fact is that the software is just getting better. There 

are plenty of games, all very well presented both 

graphically and sonically, that cater for all my 

gaming needs. 

I personally believe that games like Rick 

Dangerous and Monkey Island will never appear on 

the consoles and they are what I like playing. I think 

that the Amiga offers great value for money and 

everyone should own one of these wonder 

machines! 

The Mega Drive is one of the fastest growing 

consoles and for that reason I think the Sega 16-bit 

machine has a slight edge over the others. The user 

base is rapidly increasing and therefore the variety 

of carts available will soon shoot up. 

The other major plus is the price which is, at the 

moment, extremely low and promises to drop even 

further. Expense aside, the Amiga is an excellent 

machine with brilliant prospects. 

VALUE TOT. 

9 9 31 

7 6 31 

3 3 21 

2 4 26 

3 6 31 

7 8 26 

7 8 28 
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” AFTER = PP 

elT'S MASSIVE! elT'S INCREDIBLE! 
elT MOVES! elT'S AWESOME! 
elT’'S YOUR OWN FLIGHT SIMULATOR!, 

7 

Se =A PAIR OR 
0839 55003 9 sp SuPER FAST 

PER TRENDY 

VIOUNTAIN 
VIADNESS! 
PRIZE ONE PRIZE TWO 
A MUDDY FOX — A KID'S MUDDY 
GENT'S BIKE FOX, MOUNTAIN 
PLUS A LADIES BIKE! 

9 550040 
CALL 083 Calls cost 34p (cheap rate) 45p (at all other times) per rinc. VAT. 

For winners list send s.a.e to Megafone Ltd, Sandylands House, Morecambe, LA3 1DG. 

Average duration 5.5 minutes. Ask your parents permission before you call. 



his outstanding competition marks the launch enjoy the most amazing theme park in the world, and 

of Electronic Zoo’s hilarious and endearing have the experience of a lifetime! 

release, Magic Garden, and presents the 

THE PRIZE | opportunity for the trip of a lifetime. 

The prize, a weekend for two in Copenhagen, In Magic Garden, Grobble the gnome has been 

transported to the King Gnome’s garden for including return flight accommodation and breakfast 

at a top hotel. The winner and a companion wil punishment. You and a friend, however, could end up | 

in the fantastic Theme Park Tivoli Gardens in receive full information and directions to all the 

sights and attractions. }‘Wonderful Wonderful Copenhagen’, as that tankard 

10 runners up will not be going away empty clinking shanty so rightly describes it. 

handed, because they will be the happy recipients of 

TIVOLI GARDENS a ceramic garden gnome. 

Magic Garden is a game of gnomes, magic and Just fill in the form and send your entries to 

folklore and, of course, Copenhagen is the home of arrive by October 24th to: Copenhagen Compo, 

that most famous fairy storyteller Hans Christian Games-X, Europa House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, 

Anderson. Grobble’s garden is full of peril, with Cheshire SK10 4NP. 

crazed chrysanthemums, nasty nasturtiums and | 

THE QUESTIONS psychotic sunflowers running poor Grobble ragged. 

Meanwhile, in the underworld, all manner of wicked 4: Name the famous rock star who would rather forget 

little characters emerge from the well, pinch his hit record The Laughing Gnome. 

Grobble’s veggies and rip up the lawn. 

But in the world famous Tivoli gardens, you will 

ES, | WANT TO SEE THE 
LITTLE MERMAID: 
4 

| 

| 

SOPSOSSHOLS SO SHO OTH OO FOSS SCOOP O CTO OOOOH OOOO OD 

Le $06000640009000500460506046000600000400060006 

POPPE SE OSES OOF EOE SOO SFOS SEOSFOSE SOO EOOSHOOO OY 

AY SOSOOSSS SEO OSH DODO OS FOSS O DOD OOOO OOOEOSGOOOOOS 

OSES S OO SOS 00000560 0FSSO5 OO F60FF5SOF OFFS OO000 

Name SHEOOES OOS OOFSOSOOOOOOOOOF OOOO OOS OOO OOH 

Address 999 OS SSSO9O 609 0SF0SSFOOFOOOHOOHOOO 

POSSESSES OHS ESS SOSESOSSOOSEO SHOOT SEOOEOOTOOOHOOOH 

2: Tolkien kept himself in pen and ink with his tales of 

the underworld and little folk. But what do his initials 

JRR stand for? 

DESCEFEODES SSE SSS OEE SES SF OSS OOEEEOFO OSS OOUFOOOSS 

SOS SOE SOO SEFOOSEOOF HOOF O OOH OOF OOO OOD OF OSE OCHS OOH 

Post (Gel ey 

The Machine I use most is...... 

3: What is the fairy who features in Peter Pan called? 

A: Tinkerbell 

B: Jinglebell 

¢: Julian Clary 

BOEESCE DOS OSPOOSSOOF OES OS OCSOEEFOSFOCOFOOOOOFOED 

One of Hans Christian Anderson’s famous tales of 

: little people was about a boy who stood three inches But I also use $F 006659 60S666O 06S 06S0008 

high. Name the aforementioned midget. 
PESOS ESSE SOSSSSOLSTESSLE OSES FESO OOOO O ESD OCOO OSD 

5: In England we call little men gnomes. But in Ireland, 

they are called 

RULES: Employees of the lEuropress 
Group or the sponsors and agents of this 

A; Shrimps competition are not eligible to enter. No 
B: Leprechauns correspondence may be entered into and 
¢: Ronnie Corbett the editor's decision is final. 
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OK, come on, own up. Who’s been spiking the lupin’s Baby Bio? 

aa t ‘ . ne @ { " i 

Now listen you two, I'll shout ‘Olé and swish my sword about, you two charge, fall 

over and Pll pretend to cut your ears off, what do you think? Lads...? Err, acis...? 

li that littie lot, | don’t know who to turn to first - I could 

l need the healer too — I'l think about it over a wee dram! 
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ying somewhere between the 

Medieval disregard for 

humanity, life and limb, and the 

strange and bizarre imagery of Tolkien’s 

world, Moonstone is a rich mixture of 

mythological imagery and primeval 

cruelty. It’s a knight's quest, set by 

Druids, to find the revered Moonstone. 

The one who cops first sight of the 

aforementioned sparkler, is the victor 

and can have the pick of anything he 

desires. This is what makes the optional 

two, three or four-player game such an 

outright winner. 

Monsters hunt and stalk the pits, 

gullies and peaks within this perilous 

country, and the most feared of all the 

monsters are those which protect the 

keys and treasures, which are of integral 

importance to the challenge. This is 

where the objectives can be solved or 

the mission brought to an abrupt and 

unpleasant close. 

The valley of Gods is perhaps the 

most dangerous place — a bit like the 

Orlando in Bognor on a Saturday 

night. It is the centre point, a 

valley from which many 

paths lead. Here will be 

found a map, compressed 

onto one screen, with 

which you plot your 

knight’s progress and 

destination. 

Jason 

slay, many 
& 

sereen has been 

splattered 

bloody decapitations 

and the crimson gore 

of sliced torsos while 

agonising cries and 

death rattles have sent 

speakers shuddering 

throughout the land. 

But Moonstone, 

published by 

Mindscape, plumbs 

new depths of 

depravation, 

barbarism and 

primeval violence. 

Moonstone is a fine mixture of role- 

playing with a constant flow of barbaric, 

and truly exhausting, hack ’n’ slay. 

Every step of the way there are 

elements of strategy; do you opt for the 

shorter route, which is of 

course guarded by a three 

tonne dragon and your 

_ only weapon is a puny 

dagger, or do you take 

a longer but less 

hazardous path — 

hmm... | wonder? 



Just look at that, fresh 

blood all over my 

midnight blue cloak ~ 

Pd better get that in to 

soak or lil never shift it 

The role-playing aspect is kept 

h and surprising by the number of 

"utes to take and the number of 

This is further enhanced by a 

= ,o9ram intelligence unprecedented in 

™s genre. 

NASTY MONSTERS 
able items in Moonstone are 

™ost genious! An example is the so- 

c=ec ‘Scroll of Aquisition’ which could 

ssi you to whip any clue or aid 

om one of your hapless opponents. 

The enemy in question is a 

hideous bunch and no mistake. The 

forest-dwelling Ratmen leap for your 

head and gouge for your eyes, or hang 

from trees with their tails hanging down 

to wrap around your head, while biting 

and slashing with their claws. 

These heinous beasts pass on 

horrendous diseases which can send 

your knight mad. 

In the cities, you can barter with the 

riches you've found and maybe buy a 

remedy for that nasty Ratman bite. 

Further into the depths of despair, Baloks 

leap out and try and trounce your knight 

into the ground and in the swamps, 

You too would blush a 

deep shade of 

crimson, if you had 

halitosis like our 

Clifferd here. it's 

probably just as well 

that Lancelot has that 

helmet over his nose, 

otherwise this fight 

might finish before it’s 
properly begun! 

i can’t believe it. If it’s not 

one bloody knight it’s 

another! Her indoors is 

going to go ape when she 
sees the mess I've made of 

my armour -— | wonder if 

there’s an ‘all-knight’ valet 

service hereabouts? 

cat 

Mudmen lurk in wet swamplands 

where branch-like arms crush you to 

death. In the flatland, Trogs weild 

razor sharp sticks with the intention of 

turning your knight into a shish kebab. 

Hoever, the most fearful beast is 

the firebreathing dragon whose 

mighty jaws clamp down on your 

knight and crush the last breath from 

his doomed body. 

Moonstone is not so much a 

game as a moving experience which, 

if played, is something you'll be 

talking over with your mates for some 

time to come! 

In the field of Hack 'n’ Slay, 

Moonstone has no equal. 

| This is due to excellent 

joystick control, which you can master 

with ease and a constant fight against a 

variety of foes. In true slaughter 

tradition there’s plenty of blood-letting, 

but an underlying strategy element 

stops the fight for survival from 

Slipping into monotony. 

Graphically, Moonstone is 

magnificent, with massive enemy 

sprites moving with almost cartoon-like 

quality animation. 

But this isn't some monotonous 

hack 'n’ slash, thanks to an underlying 

element of RPG and puzzle solving 

creating more cerebral entertainment. 

In the furore of the constant 

battles it is easy to forget the puzzle 

element but going from one 

confrontation to another without 

thought or strategy makes Moonstone a 

very short game indeed. 

Sonically, the Amiga version is 

bursting with slices and stabs and 

agonising grunts and groans as the 

cold steel bites the flesh. 

it is the amazing variety of enemy 

which keeps the combat element fresh 

and full of constant surprise. The 

massive dragon's head lurches at you 

with lightning speed and reacts 

immediately to your moves and 

decisions and you must move in 

perilously close to the jaws. 

Meanwhile, the little Trogs stab at 

your torso with razor-sharp spears until 

the ground is covered in your heroic 

blood. The enemy intelligence is quite 

unnerving ut your control over the 

questor is swift and responsive. 

The backdrops are spectacular, 

changing from misty planes to dark 

forests, each venue exuding 

atmosphere, adding greatly to the 

game’s RPG element. 

UT NOV 

The PC version will be 

sound card supported 

(BM PG with some amazing grunts 

and swishes, providing the ultimate 

RPG environment with some of the 

most ‘orrible monsters to grace our 

screens. | have no_ hesitation in 

thoroughly recommending Moonstone 

fo hack 'n’ slay fans and questors alike. 

4.95 OUT JAN 92 

i 
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The secretary has many hidden 

secrets. Is she as cold as she first 
appears, or can you break through 

to reveal her secrets? 

pos Tex 

SO Murphy is 

= CAR a hard- 

boiled gumshoe, 

following in the 

footsteps of the likes 

of Hammer, Marlow 

and Spade. On a 

simple missing 

persons case all sorts 

of problems arise, for 

post-holocaust San 

Francisco is at its 

seediest since 

Marlow’'s time. The 

Mars colony is now 

having problems, and 

you get embroiled ina 

rather convoluted 

murder ¢ase... 

le aoe aunt 
nats are avaliat 

Deacon Hawke is some religious 
wacko from Mars whe can see ihe 
future. Get in her good books and 

you'll Ge laughing 
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Mac Maiden, the arrogant cop, 

needs something from you before 
he finally decides to offer some 

important information 

artian Memorandum is an 

interactive adventure movie 

with full on-screen graphics, 

animation, sampled sounds and voices, 

and a blistering musical score. 

Add a sprinkling of violence, 

murder, romance and mystery in 

a futuristic setting, and you could 

have a Hollywood blockbuster. 

You play the role of Tex 

Murphy, a down at heel 

private detective who is 

offered an assignment from an 

extremely wealthy industrialist. 

A simple missing persons case. Not 

believing your luck, you grab your 

necessities and contact your secretary 

on your comlink — a wrist held video. 

You now begin the game proper. 

Visiting people you communicate via a 

set number of responses to their 

questions and answers. When you get to 

know them, or have something on them, 

you can enquire about the increasing 

number of suspects on your contacts list 

to find out about Alexis Alexander. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
The characters’ images on screen show 

various emotions, such as_ smiles, 

scowls and even tears, according to 

what you ask. This is done by sampled 

video images and works extremely well. 

When talking, respectably even through 

a PC speaker, the images look better 

Gradiey Grickson is the disowned 

brother of the missing daughter, an 

ugly brute with a heart of goid 

Chantal Vargas |e a shacly character 

who dances semi-ciad in the 

window of her apartment. Catch her 

on film and she'll v 

Outside the smuggier’s shuttle. ve got 

past the guard, but how on earth will | 

get on board? 

Outside the dodgy Martian casinos, 
looking back on the good of times 

his fre an old friend from the 

geod of days back on Earth 



Rockwell Bache is a strange mutant 

tier with his brain on the wrong 

side of his skull 

than many a dubbed film. Mind you, 

everything is well linked. 

Once you get the name and 

address of someone, things begin to 

motor away at a fair old pace. You'll be 

travelling back and forth like a yo-yo, 

and no mistake. 

Having accumulated a fair old 

dossier on your case, you'll begin to feel 

like a true private detective. You'll 

become increasingly engrossed as you 

solve the puzzles blocking the path of 

justice, while building up your pay 

cheque at the same time. 

Control is via the mouse with the 

occasional fast keys on the keyboard. 

Simply point and go. Movement is a 

case of either using the cursor keys or 

the ‘travel’ or ‘go to’ icons on-screen. 

A comprehensive help option is 

also available for every place you visit. 

This is vital at times because some of 

' the problems require either perfect 

lateral thinking or eyesight to spot 

various items on the screen. 

The action options are simple to 

use, no need to reach for the thesaurus 

to glean the correct verb. You click on 

the ‘look’ option followed by the mouse 

pointer on the obscure things on screen, 

and it will then determine what it is. 

Then you can either ‘move’, ‘open’ 

or ‘get’ the item. Once you've collected 

something, you can then ‘use’ it against 

yourself or someone else. 

MIND YOUR P’S AND Q'S 
Other action commands include ‘talk.’ 

Obviously, this is concerned with the 

interrogation of characters to gather 

your information. You can then either 

‘ask about’ characters, or follow an on- 

screen replies selection. Answer wrong 

and you may get a slap in the face. 

Unfortunately, private detectives in 

the next century haven't got an easy life. 

You'll be tied up, beaten to a pulp and 

made to feel small in front of 
dustrialist, but then you'll 

help te prosress 

Jocques Sparrow is a temperamenial 

French photographer of dubious 

cinema expicitation films 

Chantal is a dodgy character. Bopping in the window and dealing in illicit 

substances, snap a phote of her and she'll open up 

Big Dick. The n main man mee the 

seediest parts of the Martian 

Underworld. He respects no one 

LGW LIGHT 

THE MORTION: 
BENEVOLENT "Reve = beAe. 

SERSTOND FT 

a 
SADE Re ER 
SHER oO 

Once you've got on the good side of 

the priestess, she'll spill the beans on 

the mysterious artifact for which 

people are killing each other 

lasered in half if you're not 

careful. In some screens death is 

also at every move. Thankfully you 

can save the game frequently, cos you'll 

need to, believe me! 

So, slip into your overcoat and stroll 

out onto the mean streets. You certainly 

won't be disappointed! 

Lawrence Barkiey has a secret 

regarding your Gead employer 

HES. A RING a 

At the power plant you'll meet a 
Harold Bishop figure who's a mine 
of information 

ACT FILE 

Let me get something off 

my chest. Quite simply, 

Martian Memorandum is” 

the best game I have played for ages, 

and certainly the most engrossing. It 

can't be classified solely in the existing 

game genres and it extends those it 

touches upon. 

This is the first interactive movie 

which actually works. The text, sounds 

and images are created to give you a 

sense of actually being there, utilising 

our own experiences with something 

we can relate to. Add an enthralling 

plot to this, and you can't help but get 

involved in the reality of it all. 

Graphically, it is quite simply 

breathtaking. Background graphics are 

clear and atmospheric, and the 

characters are in digitised video 

motion. They move and react in 

different ways to the questions asked, 

all emotions are depicted, and it 

follows their speech to a tee. 

Naturally, the sound varies 

depending upon the soundboard being 

used, but the music is fabulous. Even 

with the PC speaker, you get more than 

respectable speech. 

The game is immediately addictive, 

and has quite a large story-line. 

Convoluted with many twists and turns, 

you won't fail to get engrossed and 

stuck in situations. Thankfully, the 

concise help feature will get you out of 

most problems. 

The only slight flaw is in the 

excessively tricky areas, especially 

entering the pyramid and getting to Big 

Dick’s safe. You need to save frequently 

and be pixel perfect in movement. 

If you have a PC, then order your 

copy now, and prepare to be dazzled. 

In the pipeline is an Amiga 

Cx version and although only in 

A the development stage, you 

can expect the same high quality story- 

line and interaction. 

Due to the sheer size of the game, I 

doubt whether it will have the same 

quality music, speech and graphics of 

the PC version, but nonetheless, it 

should still strike awe into the player. 

DPI ICE 5 

IGE 

In FF 
HIN Win 

“RATING: XXX KM 
Gameplay: 18 
Lastability: 17/¢ 

Presentation: 19 
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£329.99 
FREE 

@ MOUSE CONTROLLER .. FREE 
PLUS! - FREE FROM SILICA 
@ ARCADE ACTION PACK ... £229.78 
@ PHOTON PAINT 2.0 £89.95 

TOTAL RRP: £649.72 
NEW! CARTOON CLASSICS PACK = YOU SAVE: £320.72 
HARDWARE: SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY “find |Web a ere 
512K AMIGA 500 ............. £82999 DELUXE PAINT II 9.99 tl | ee ae : SILICA PRICE: £329 
A520 TV MODULATO FREE PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA ' 
A501 RAM EXPANSION ....... £9999 ARCADE ACTION PACK £229.78 ae PLUS! FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT PHOTON PAINT 2.0........ «889.95 
BART SIMPSON vee £24) TOTAL RRP: £906.67 
CAPT PLANET & PLANETEERS .... £25; YOU SAVE: £507.67 
LEMMINGS 

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS FREE = Ud ¢ _X | , 
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION _ sitics Paice -nc var + FREE DELIVERY Se = SILICA PRICE - INCLUDES VAT + FREE DELIVERY 

FROM SILICA 
WITH EVERY 

1 au a] 
yee ION 

PACK | 
The new Arcade Action Games Pack is THE | 
software compendium for Amiga owners, featuring 
ten top titles with a variety of different types of 
games for you to enjoy. Each title is packaged in 

ARCADE ACTION PACK - £229.78: 

ASULiX - By Coktel VISION eecccscsssee £24.99 
Chess Player 2150 - By cP Software .... £24.95 

Drivin’ Force - By Digital Magic ... £24.95 

Live & Let Die - By Etite _ £19.99 
its own plastic case, with a colour sleeve and full 3 
instructions. The Arcade Action Pack is FREE! On slaught oi pen £24.99 
when you buy your Amiga 500 from Silica. Pipe Mania - By Empire Software ............ £24.99 

Rick Dangerous - By Firebird ........ccc00 £24.99 
Rock ‘n’ Roll - By Rainbow Arts . . £19.99 

Skweek - By us Gold £19.99 
Trivial Pursuit - By Domark viccceessn £19.95 

ART PACKAGE - £89.95: 
Photon Paint 2.0 - By microtitusions ..... 

TOTAL RRP: £319.73 

PHOTON PAINT 2.0 FER / 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY 
@ GRAPHICS PACKAGE ao Gl 9 HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 

Every Amiga 500 from Silica Systems comes with a FREE ey ere from Silica comes with a FREE 72 page, full 
Photon Paint 2.0 (RRP £89.95), one of the most advanced | colour brochure with accommodation vouchers. These 
art packages available for the Amiga. With it, you will be | vouchers entitle 2 people to stay up to 16 nights in one 
able to harness the extraordinary graphics power of the | hotel (or any number of hotels to a total of 16 nights) with 
Amiga and produce inspirational accommodation FREE (you 
pictures in minutes. With 4096 Pa could take up to six nights for 
colours, your pictures will reach life- j J a four people, or other options). 
like appearance. These can be |} LES an Choose from the 250 hotels 
animated in real-time using a vast | ie featured in the catalogue. All 
range of graphical effects, including || you have to pay for are your 
blending colours and dithering, } meals (prices are listed in the 
stencils, shadowing, . WORTH brochure). Reduced rates in top 
contour mapping and £39 95 : : London hotels and hotels in 
surface mapping. rT France are also featured. PLUS! FREE FREE HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX. vel: 81: 309. nn 
Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm No Late Night Opening 1-308 

LONDON SHOP: 62 Tottenham Court Road, London, WiP OBA Tel: ‘UT 580 4000 
Opening Hours; Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Fax 3 4737 

LONDON (SELFRIDGES): ist Floor, 369 Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: “Ort- 629 1234 
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm Late Night: Thursday until 8pm Ask for extension 3974 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40x Tel: 8h 302 _88ii 
Opening Hours: Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm. Late Night: Friday until 7pm 00 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
@ FREE OVERNIGHT COURIER DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK. 
@ TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of Amiga technical experts at your service. 
@ PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a ‘‘Same product - Same price’’ basis. 
@ ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
@ BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders. 
@ SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
@ THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Amiga requirements from one supplier. 
@ FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details. 
@ PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 

Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga computer, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
‘equire additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the 

ny you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that 
ave nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivall- 
nce and expertise, we can nov to meet our customers requirements with an understan- 
h is second to none. But don ke our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now 

tr our latest Free literature and ° experience the “‘Silica Systems Service’’. 

Pi Sine i, an Se 
lo: Silica SHOES neh GAMEX-0991-60, 1-4 The Mews Halen Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAi4 4Dx 

bP 
| Mr/Mrs/Ms: .......... Initials: ........ IS UME 2) seers case eee eee eae eee 

] ACGIOSS:) io cccesicrsescrocssectssascas.counseeasnsned tate tas ae ta atteaa =e ieee acta ante eae ae ace 

I 
Fr SILICA RI essence 
Lu) SYSTEMS >) en 
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» ob Malin first became aware of AD and D, the 

» 4 board-game, back in 1976 when he was still at 

Y college. In those tender years the game was 

explained in three basic booklets. Bob left college to 

join a management training course at Marks and 

Spencers but his interest always remained with the 

fantasy world of AD and D. 

While he was at the high street store he applied 

for the position of manager at Games Centre, a small 

shop just off Oxford Street in London. 

Having proven himself there for two years Bob 

then applied for a position at the Games Workshop, 

where he was involved in both the management side 

and the construction and production of games. 

As the computer scene grew he moved to the 

Virgin chain where he helped set up the Megastores 

before transfering back to the Games Workshop. 

Responding to an advert in CTW (the computer 

industry's trade newspaper) he decided to take the 

position of SSI Product Manager. 

Strategic Simulations Inc’s games had always 

appealed to Bob and he knew that this job was what 

he'd always wanted. The day he joined US Gold was 

also the day the company released Heroes of the 

Lance. Bob’s now been with the company three years. 

GA INING A FOOTHOLD 
He has witnessed SSI’s AD and D range go from 

strength to strength as it has gained more worldwide 

acceptance with. Eye of the Beholder, a trend Bob 

hopes will continue with Eye of the Beholder 2 — 

The Legend of Darkmoon. Previously the AD and D 

products had appealed to a more select group of 

games players. 

However, with the improvement 

= in presentation and the new style of 

gameplay, the world of Advanced 

Dungeons and Dragons has opened 

up to everyone. 

The computer series began 

back in the autumn of 1988 when SSI 

released the first official game, Pools of 

ie oo 

Computerised Advanced Dungeons and Dragons allows 

players to participate in a strange world of magic and 

monsters. With the computer playing the part of the 

Dungeon Master there's no cheating either! 

Radiance. At that time the Commodore 64 was still the 

leading home computer and SSI had done a remarkable 

job of including all the information contained within the 

AD and D journals into a game. Even die-hard role- 

players were astonished at the accuracy that Pools of 

Radiance offered. 

Like real role-playing, AD and D lets the player 

create his own characters and take them on strange and 

dangerous journeys. SSI has included the option for 

players to keep their party from game to game. This 

important factor helps give it more flavour since you can 



IN 

| sepa 
Ea 

The new style of graphics found in Eye of the 

Beholder and the Legend of Darkmoon help to 

recreate a realistic atmosphere 

Games such as Hillsfar act as an easy stepping-stone 

into the world of Advanced Dungeons and Dragons. 

Action sequences like this give an arcade feel 

progress from relatively simple skirmishes on a low level 

to all out wars on a much grander scale. 

The original Pools of Radiance is only just coming 

to an end with the fourth and final instalment in the 

series. Players who have taken their team from the very 

first encounter will have experienced well over 120 

dvanced Dungeon and Drago! 

AN ADVANCED DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS NOVEL 

ated monsters come to life in the battles of 

ow are you going to 

deal with these killer bees? 

hours of play! SSI has created a number of games 

using the original Pools of Radiance ‘engine’. 

However, to appeal to a broader public there has 

also been a number of other AD and D games. Back 

in 1988 the home computer market was particularly 

biased towards arcade action-style games. 

SSI and US Gold were quick to realise this and 

released both Heroes of the Lance and Dragons of 

Flame to cater for the masses. Heroes of the Lance 

became a huge success, being the second biggest 

selling AD and D game to be released. 

There have been other stepping-stones to ease 

would-be role-players into this fantasy world. Hillsfar 

was designed to introduce people to the more 

statistical side of the game and Shadow Sorcerer 

continues the theme with a combination of 

arcade puzzles and pure role-playing. 

However, the way forward is even ' 

more intriguing. SSI has started to add real “iy, 

polish to its games. Eye of the Beholder has now 

become the yardstick by which gamers compare ine 

forthcoming releases. 

The coming year is set to be SSI and US Gold's 

busiest. Between them the two companies plan to 

release 10 Advanced Dungeon and Dragons games. 

What they'll be is yet to be known but Bob Malin 

assures me that they will continue to include the same 

level of detail found in the Pools of Radiance type games 

with the excellent presentation of Eye of the Beholder. 

The next big SSI release will have players 

controlling a single character instead of 

an entire group. Other characters will 

be known as IPCs (Intelligent Player 

Characters) and these will either help 

or hinder you, depending on your 

skills and traits. 

With SSI developing more 

and more sophisticated games the 

future of computerised role-playing gai 

looks set to become even brighter. | id “3 

The World of Advanced fm 

Dungeons and Dragons is a highly 

enjoyable one that should really 

be experienced by everyone, 

both young and old. 

October is the official 

Advanced Dungeons and 

Dragons month. Why not 

go and seek out your 

local stockist and 

immerse yourself in 

the wonders ...? 



THE NEW OFFICIAL 
PRO SET PLAYER CARDS 

PART 1 
We know you've been waiting for the new 

Official Pro Set Player Card Collection 

1991-92. Part 1, consisting of 230 cards, 

is Gvailable soon at your local 

newsagent. So you can start building 

your own fantastic collection. 

There's nothing to touch them. 

© NEW FIRST DIVISION STRIPS 

© NEW SEASON PLAYERS 

e BEST ACTION SHOTS 

Remember there are ten cards in every pack 
for just 35p. 

The Official Pro Set Player Cards 
Be 92 Part I 

Seah! 
“Sed 

The Official Card of the Football ieenue 

game 
Please ring for releases and price list. 

MAIL ORDER 
Please make cheques and PO's to 

"HARTSCROFT" 
hines £3.50. Fast Deli 

MEGADRIVE 
seseresseonteys 107 eee 

|| STREETS OF RAGE ............35.00 
penrres 2-29) 

OUT RUN.......cccesseescossesr oe OU 
N.K.L. HOCKEY..... 

MICKEY MOUSE....... Rie : 
SPIDERMAN ..........+0000¢ 
GHOULS 'N' GHOSTS 1 
STRIDER.s.5.:.¢0.0.0:carcreeesmenes 31.00 ||} 
LEADERBOARD . 

81 656 6006 
65 Spring Park Road, Shirley, Croydon. CRO 5E1 

(Just off the Wickham Road) 

Are you finding console gaming too expensive? P 

i LOOK NO FURTHER | 
J We run Britain's top private club with over 1000 members™ 

F JOIN NOW - FREE MEMBERSHIP i 

B We tun the fastest exchange service possible. All goods are 
» despatched within ONE HOUR upon receipt of your order. , 
if AVERAGE EXCHANGE PRICE £3 + £1 p&p 

Used Games For Sale 
_ Best Quality - Best Prices 

_ Daily changing stock. Megadrive trom £12, Famicom trom _ 
£19.99, Just simply ph serve a gone: 

B HARDWARE 
jy Megadrive+1 game........... 
§) Famicom (PAL)+1game....£195 £269. 95 
i Famicom (SCART}+1game£185 £254.95 
» PG Engine GT+3 ames £195 = 
) Atari Lynx+1 game.. 
| | Gameboy+3 games .. 

Please ring to cor 
availability of used hardware 

| WANTED - USED HARDWARE 
_ Top prices paid for used Megadrives, Famicoms, 

Neo Geos. Other hardware considered. 
BEST PRICES PAID FOR USED 

~ FAMICOM & MEGADRIVE GAMES 
fj We urgently require more used software to meet | IW Ega dil vE gy 
f) the demands of our customers. We pay more owners club || 
™ than any other company. Please ring for a quote. a 

| @ €O736) 50130 | 
Yam - 10pm 7days FREE MONTHLY CATALOGUE 

21 Reens Crescent, Heamoor, Penzance, Cornwall. TR18 3HW 
ALL GOODS DESPATCHED SAME DAY SUBJECT TO eat 

| ea.LLlUCUM TLC C OCC I a 



if there’s a cheat for a game, we'll 

know about it, but just in case our 

extremely reliable source fails to supply the 

goods, send in any cheats or tips (please try to 

make them new tips and not mid-80s cheats!) 
to:Tip-X, Games-X, Europa House, Adlington 

Park, Macclesfield $K10 4NP. 

F18 INTERCEPTOR (= 
B ATTLE — ELECTRONIC ARTS 

4 Did anybody know that the Amiga _ select Free Flight, then press keys 

= version of this superb flight 6, 7, 8 or 9 to reach the various 

SQUAD RON simulator carries a number of missions. Obviously it’s up to you to 

hidden missions? No, well here’s find out the objective for each 

i. DISCOVERY SOFTWARE how you access them. First of all sortie. 

This is a simple way of switching off the collision i a ae i | 
detection. During the game, type CASTOR and you'll 

find that both players will be invincible. A big thank HE 4 ES 

you to Daniel Russell from sunny Macclesfield. F R re) 

Due to high demand here are the codes 
all 

D YI] for all the levels in this excellent horror 
game. 

- MILLENNIUM 

= HEWSON C64 Di apecrum LEVEL 2: WOLFMAN 
. = L F 

.- If you’re having a few problems with this tricky | Fa a ae 

llowing cheat to gain 
A 

arcade adventure, enter the follo 9 LEVEL 5: NOSFERATU 

immunity on the first two levels. On the intro screen 

type in MULTIPLELIVESPLEASE 
and then press the 

space bar. Start the game and you should be 

immune from attack. If this doesn’t work, try 

entering MULTIPLELIVESPRETTYPLE
ASE. The only i | 

drawback is that you'll have to use the keys to 

control your character. 
; 

? 

For infinite lives on the Spectrum version, 

simply type MULTIPLE. Thanks to Lee Thompson 

from Bransholme who sent in those two. EXC EI LE 
NT ADVE 

CM TU RE 

- NINTENDO GAME BOY! 

LEVEL 6: GARLIC 

To top it all, type in Bogeyman and 

you'll be blessed with 1-ups. 

Bill and Ted is a true Stage 2: NEW MEXICO 555-4234 

favourite in the GX office Stage 3: ANCIENT GREECE 555-6767 

and the Game Boy version Stage 4: ENGLAND 555-8942 

has proved to be quite Stage 5: 1,000,000 BC 555-4118 

popular. Well now, thanks to Stage 6: SHOPPING MALL 555-8471 

Paul Farley from Fife, we Stage 7: SCHOOL ROOM 555-2989 Poe 

ican give you all 10 of the Stage 8: THE ABYSS 555-6737 

level codes! Stage 9: PARADISE 555-6429 

Stage 10: SCHOOL CONCERT 555-1881 

_NINTENDO GAMEBOY! | ERCEELELL 
Dave Morley from Oxten Birkenhead has 

sent in the four different codes for the Tap in the following to To start with most of Finally repeat the code 

\excellent platform game, Megaman, so you begin without the your arch-enemies above to start the 

lean now start on any of Dr Wily’s’ worry of defeating Ice beaten, enter this code game on the second 

henchmen. Man or Elec Man batch of meanies 



| cupboard. Leave the 
house and head 

| towards the garden 

; shed, enter it. Find 
| the coat hanger and _ 
place it in the vice 

| and straighten it, Yo 
i should now have a 

| splendid, straight 

i piece of wire, so 
| take it,and run back 
upstairs in the 

i) bees | 7 ' | im rabbit's house. Now 
nits no : \ ce ' anes Alice can try breaking 

; : ' and entering a ' 

| stranger’s bedroom 

Collect the gardening gloves from the palace grol 

Take the ot and colic the key. ilo on. Head towards the beaver’s hole and open the hate 
bottle, gloves and fan. Now, if yo: ready.done so, you will of lard, and from around that area collect the tea ch 
be able to move the heap with the | ind ath napkin. Fold the napkin, then head back to the'w; 

GAMES-Y 1OTH-16TH OCTOBER 



he he A 

At the walnut tise: Flint up ie the tree-house, lind clamber ea on the limb. Ai tach 

Show the pass to the guard and give the fan and gloves to the rabbit, Get the hook 

trom the back of the coat of arms and head south to the throne room. When 

standing on the throne eat the growth chunk and then go through the passage to — 

collect the card 

@ house, put the peg on your nose and collect the card, lens:and 

under the bed in the bedroom and put on the slippers. Then, go to 

rand pull the rope. Go west once more and collect the knife and key 

Go to the palace where you'll find the fountain, and put the saucer in the mist. — 
Approach the caterpillar'on the mushroom and give to him the sherbet you have just 

collected’ of the gloom, ‘then cut pieces off the mushroom. 
Re 1 which side is for growth and which for shrinking because you will 

here a couple more times yet. Head towards the horse chestnut tree 

ie saucer with the cream from the jug, then carry on to the palace 

os 

Go to the conservatory and tu 

to retain it. Go up to the kitchen a 

_then unlock the cellar door. Visi 

east and collect the lens and 6 

JOTH-16TH OCTOBER 1991GAMES- 



TELEPHONE. CHALLENGE! 
ARNOLD'S BACK AS THE TERMINATOR. THE WORLD IS 
AGAIN THREATENED WITH DESTRUCTION. NOW 
YOUR VOICE AND BATTLE ABILITY CAN DESTROY 
THE TERMINATOR COMPUTER CHIP PROTOTYPE. 
HELP SAVE MANKIND BY JAKING THE T2 CHALLENGE! 

OUR GRAND PRIZE WINNER GETS MIDWAYS 
FANTASTIC COIN-OP ARCADE MACHINE, A NINTENDO 
GAME UNIT PLUS T2 GAME CARTRIDGE. 

25 RUNNER UPS GET THE GAME CARTRIDGE FOR 
NES AND GAMEBOY, AND MORE. 

HERES HOW TO PLAY! 

2. LOG IN YOUR VOICE TO 
BECOME THE TERMINATOR. wa 

3. USE YOUR VOICE 
TO DESTROY 
THE EVIL MIMETIC 
POLLYALLOY. 

4. CRACK 
THE 3 DIGIT 
SECURITY 
CODE AT 
CYBERDYNE (¢ & 
LABS. f 7 

5. DESTROY f 
THE SKYNET 
SYSTEM 
COMPUTER 
CHIP 
PROTOTYPE. 

6. SUCCESS- 
FULLY SAVE 
MANKIND BY 
COMPLETING 
THE MISSION 
AND QUALIFY 
FOR THE THE PHONE PROGRAM COMPANY, SHEFFIELD, $1 4FS. 

Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute at all other times. 
SWEEPSTAKES Under 18, please get permission from whoever pays the sclentons bill. Closing date 31st December 1991 

Terminator ©1991 Carolco Pictures. All rights reserved. DRAWING. 



We have rather a quiet patch in 
the arcades at the moment, but 
there are still a few new 
machines around which you 
won’t be able te get your 
hands on anywhere. If you 
want something just a bit 
different, then read on... 

SUPPLIER: SEGA 
PRICE: £2 A GO 

oving hydraulic 

arcade units “\ 

have been 

incredibly popular ever | 
since they appeared a few | 

years ago with machines | 
such as Out Run and After 

Burner, In that they added | 

that extra bit of excitement | 

to the game itself. 

Now, with space age 

technology at hand, Sega is proud to be able to bring | 

the ultimate simulation experience right into the arcades | 

for you to enjoy. !'m sure that you're all bound to have 

TIME TRAVELLER HOLOGRAM 
SUPPLIER: SEGA 
PRICE: £1 A GO 

The buzz created by an 
arcade unit which utilizes 3D 

‘holographic’ graphics is paralleled © 

only by the likes of such machines © 

as the R-360 and Rad Mobile. 

There are currently around a 

hundred of these units in the UK and 

they can be found in most major 

arcades around the country. 

So, what’s it all about and how 

does it work? Although | hate to 

spoil it for you all, this is not a real 

hologram. The unit works by 

projecting a reverse image from a 

Sony Trinitron tube onto a revolving 

mirror which is spinning very fast. 

The result is an optical illusion. 

heard something about it, but many of you will be 

- curious as to exactly what it is. 

Basically, it's a G-LOC air combat arcade unit, 

placed into a spherical cockpit into which the player is 

a This cockpit is suspended in two further | 

: allow | 

_ degree 

movement both back and | 

circular frames which 

complete 360 

forth and left and right. 
‘The unit is housed | 

own | 
framework which is | 

in its very 

overseen by an 

arcade staff member | > |e | The new R360 software Is based 
superreal Jet fighter dog- 

at all times. 

The sensitive 

controls to the game | 

slight | 
movement of the control | 

stick to result in the unit | 
responding straight | 

away with the | 

corresponding | 

allow any 

he amount of fuss this game has inspired has 

been absolutely incredible. 

upside down, then you can! 

making the images appear to be standing up from a flat 

black surface. An impressive effect but not truly 3D. 

All the objects and real life characters in the game 

are flat images which merely move around, standing 

proud from the screen surface. 

movement. The | 
feu Ga | 

: startling, fast, and | 

exhilarating ie which rivals Whose on the spookiest fun- ) 

fairs. The player has complete control over movement of | 

the unit, so if you want to spend the whole time hanging [ 

| other two are situated on Blackpool main beach. 

hostile and avoid any obstacles. It’s really qu 

stuff which plays in a similar way to te o9gm 

Dragon's Lair. 

unfortunately after some time it tends to 

reveal a game that really isn't all that i 

definitely something you have to try once. | 

that you've had a go! 

On G-LOG, a 
-fight Simulation game 

The game itself is an exciting blast'em-up SD ~o™ 

simulator. You must fly over enemy territory anc “oF 

serious bad guy butt. Your plane is fast and agve ace 

you have both missiles and machine-guns at your 

disposal which can be replenished by landing at ==" 

friendly airbases or aircraft carriers. 

The overall effect is superb and, without 2 Gases 

the most exhilirating arcade unit you will ever play. 
So, where can you find one of these stammg 

machines to pile all your money into? Well. at presee= 

there are only four in the UK, two are locates = ™= 

Trocadero centre at Piccadily Circus in London w= == 

You play the part of a heroic gunfighter woo s s=~= 

through the passageways of time by the beaut™u =y— 

La to defeat the evil scientist Vulcor. 
Basically, what you have to do is « } C ) 

oo 0 

w 

Initially, the 
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oe = 

2 i mite 

kf hen the worid is being attacked 

you can’t just sit back and watch it 

happen now, can you? You could run off 

or, on the other hand, you could be 

totally silly like our old mate Strider and 

take on the threat and save the earth. 

Armed with only a long, sweeping 

sword type weapon you must run along 

the various levels and slash people who 

get in your way. 

You are also pretty agile and can 

climb up vertical platforms and even 

hang about. underneath 

some of them. 

There are loads of add-ons 

to be collected and used, but sadly 

you are stuck with a sword for the 

whole game. At various stages 

throughout the many levels you will 

discover great whopping guardians 

to kill before you can progress. 

Only a great wad of hits will finish 

as 

Welcome again to the column 
jwhere consoles count. Starflight is 

Jthis week's hot release, but what 

75] 

Perhaps the hottest release on the Famicom this yea’ 

jis Prosoccer, a football simulation a la Kick Off. | 

| Hardly surprising really when the game is licensed by 

s the Dino Dini. 

j The cartridge will soon be available on Japanese 

mport and is said to be one of, if not the best sports | 

imulations on the 16-bit Nintendo machine. 

The game is viewed from above and features a 

ull-size pitch with a variety of weather condition 

including strong winds which affect the flight of the bal 

r the rain which makes the pitch wet and slippery. 

One of the most impressive aspects of the game 

is the speed at which it plays. This does make it rathe 

—— Fant : * j =” 

them off and the 

technique is 7 
actually fairly hard, 

until you’ve sussed ‘it 

out, that is! Getting 
around the map is 

easy cos there is only one 

route to the end, but / 
sadly, while walking, — 

you'll find yourself dying for no 

reason whatsoever. 

The graphics are surprisingly 

close to the ST and Amiga versions 

but they move more slowly and are 

jerkier than. the. aforementioned 

machines. Sound effects . are 

pretty average and don’t really 

add anything. The tunes are also 

fairly uninspired stuff and. overall 

the presentation is nothing short 

of sub-standard. 

Unfortunately, the best way. of 

9. F. MAGHMA) 

tricky to get to grips with at first, but after a few 

attempts the rapidity and control system soon become 

second nature. 

The finished product will include the majority of 

ame rules including throw-ins, free kicks and corners. 

Penalties have also been implemented, but the 

describing gameplay is slow, boring and 

easy. You'll be better off looking 

elsewhere for something to purchase. 

[RATING MX) | 

Gameplay: 1 
Lastability: 1 

Presentation: 12/20 

inclusion of the offside rule is still uncertain. Prosccce 

can be played by either one or two players in either a 

league or exhibition match. 

A number of features utilised in Anco’s Kick Off, 

such as the different tactics to play and obviously the 

same viewpoint, have also been incorporated. The 



small map in the corner of the screen allows you to 

guickly and easily. 

Prosoccer is due for release very soon, so expec 

» tosee a full review in next week's issue of Games-X. 

: Shortly after the release of the Game Boy version of 

cs Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure comes the Lynx, 
a of the same name. Unlike the platform style _ 

game used in the Nintendo cart, the Lynx product is an 

a arcade adventure that uses a bird's-eye view. 

: As Bill or Ted you must explore the various eras in 

_time that the bodacious duo visited in the humorous; 

film. First off you will be whisked away to ancien 

_Greece to find that famous philosopher dude,’ 

; Socrates. Other eras include medieval England and_ 

Napoleonic France. 

Due for a November release, Bill & Ted’s 

Excellent Adventure will cost £29.95. Look out for the 

review in the next two weeks. 

MAS STER G 

Nira I iis G 

Following months of rumours Gance x can announce 

_that a Master System to Game Gear cartridge 

: 4 convertor is now available through numerous outlets | 

> across the country. 

= Basically, the unit allows the player to plug in 

Be Master System carts and play them on the portable 

| Game Gear, thereby increasing the software available 

specially since the Master System already has a huge 

ser base. 

If you want to lay your hands on ‘one of these 

beasties try writing to any of the suppliers listed below. 

Alternatively give Console Concepts or KC's 

_ Computers a call on the number also found at the 

: bottom of the page. 

[» rightland is a quiet continent where 

i the nation is at peace. The black 
knight is the only fly in the ointment and 

he lurks inside the dark castle, and more bonus points you will earn. You 

that’s where you’re going next. can collect such items as the fireball 

Before you face the evil knight spell, keys or a shield of protection 

himself you must first complete three along the way. The latter obviously 

quests. These are difficult tasks, makes the player invulnerable for a few 

requiring skill and fast reactions. The seconds, the key opens locked doors 

first is Trouble, followed by Fireball and and the fireball spell launches a globe of 

finally Shield. Each is constructed of fire, destroying all in its path. 

several rooms filled with obstacles and There is no getting away from the 
a variety of creatures of the night. fact that Dark Castle is an immensely 

disappointing cartridge for the Mega 

Drive. The animation on the characters 

is poor although the backdrops are well 

drawn and colourfui. | found the biggest 

problem to be the lack of addictiveness 

due to poor gameplay. 

The character was hard to control, 

and more often than not he’d leap off a 

ledge rather than onto a rope. A poor 

release that doesn’t justify the price tag. 

| There is a way to select any of the bonus games in this 

xcellent platform romp on the PC Engine. First of al 

MIDNIG oral it Ig Pu i 

If you are having problems in this acti shoot’em-up 

try the following to gain access to the level skip. On the 

title screen hold down button C and press START. 

When you begin playing the game, tap START to 

pause. While paused hit A to advance to the next level 

and repeat the procedure to skip to the later levels. 

MICU, RESI 1S] 

ARIE 2 € 
DIUS 5 = a 

= preamnsmes rare mere mirn emmenming ee E 

There is a useful 4 

random weapon 

select in Gradius 

3 for the Super | 

Famicom, and it’s | 

used by repeating 

the following. Go 

to the weapon 

select screen and 

press RIGHT to enter the edit mode. Position the 

cursor over the missile and press X, Y, X, Y, X then Y. 

The console will now select the weapons for you. 

Control over your character is 

simple. Button A makes the hero leap, 

press B to duck and finally C will lob a 

rock in the direction you’re facing. 

Each screen is against the clock, the 

faster you complete each stage the 

Lastability: 4/20 
Presentation: 11/2€ 



GAME: WORLD CLASS 
LEADERBOARD 

MACHINE: MASTER SYSTEM 
PRICE: £28.49 
SUPPLIER: KC’S 
COMPUTERS 

ust arrived in the office the day after 

a | our great loss in the Ryder Cup, we 

have perhaps the best golf game of all 

time. The thing is, World Class 

Leaderboard is a great little number no 

matter what machine it is on. 

There are three levels of play and 

each will change some aspect of the 

game. They may introduce the wind 

factor or will allow you to hook or slice 

the shot. Both of these will provide you 

with a greater challenge. 

Contro! couldn’t be simpler. Using up 

and down on the pad you can select the 

club you are going to take the shot with, 

while pressing button ‘A’ will swing the 

GAME: STUN RUNNER 
MACHINE: LYNX 
PRICE: £29.95 — 

SUPPLIER: ATARI 
Ss TUN Runner was a smash arcade 

hit, but the conversion. to the home 
computers was pathetic to say.the least. 

Thankfully the Lynx version of this super 
fast hi-tech racing game is a close 
rendition of the excellent original. 

You are thrown in. at the deep end as 

a skilful STUN Runner. You must pilot 

your craft down the tight network of 

» the opposition, wh 

either push 

opposition, or blast’ through them using 

“the front-mounted laser cannon. — 

impressive. game on the Lynx. 

include | 
‘smooth, fast scraning: which never slows” 

club. Left and right on the pad will aim 

your shot in the direction you want your 

ball to go on the course. 

Graphically the game is excellent, 

the animation of the main sprite is very 

realistic indeed and 

very. smooth. to 

watch. The holes 

also look the 

distance they say 

they are. The sound 

too is of a very high 

standard. Only one 

gripe; the bunkers 

aren’t as difficult to 

get out of as the 

real ones are. 

This is one of 

the best games I’ve 

seen on the Master 

System and you'd 

be an idiot to miss 

it, whether you are 

a golf fan or not. 

tunnels and avoid the obstacles, such as 

over 700mph. 

Featuring amass of jevele,. STUN 

Runner is a playable shoot’em-up racing 

game which is quite unlike any other 
Lynx product I've played. The maze of 
tunnels are designed so that each level 
is progressively harder than the last. 

Situated.at kéy points, during the 

-track are ramps which throw, you over 
oncoming traffic, or the amazing boost . 

_ pads which launch the craft forward at a 
: tremendous. rate,. allowing. you to © dodge ‘ 

_ other tunnel users. .. 

When flying through the tubes you 

have two options to «make it to the end} 

your foot down on the 

accelerator, and “dodge past . the 

Overall, STUN Runner is ai 
The. 

graphics are. excellent and 

h crush your vehicle | 

on eontact as you race past at ‘speeds of 

‘an 

) 

Bib tel ginied Eesenerrr 

Gameplay: 16/20 
Lastability: 15/20 

Presentation: 15/20 

even when the screen is cluttered. The 
_ sound is equally superb, featuring crystal | 

clear speech and a variety of other 

sampled sound effects. My only’ gripe: is: 

_ that it is a little tricky to get into at first, 
/ but etherilse a first class ‘conversion. | 

Gameplay: 14/20 
Lastability: 15/20 

> Prese ntation: 7. o- 



=, £99 E: 629, 

Pp rian is a viking child 

= with an attitude. 

Why? Because the evil © 
that spreads across 

most happy lands has 

finally affected the young 

Norseman. The once pleasant and 

joyous realm is now infected with a 

plethora of hostile creatures. 

Viking Child is a_ horizontally 

scrolling platform romp where you, as 

Brian, must explore the many levels of 

mayhem with only a sword and your 

wits to guide you. 

Your quest begins on the grassy 

plains. The chirping of the birds in the 

trees covers the true danger of the 

surroundings. Snakes slither along 

and take chunks out of passers-by, 

and killer birds swoop down on our 

hero and drop unwanted packages. 

The control system is simple, with 

buttons A and B slashing the sword 

and making Bri leap. The option keys 

flick through the special weapons 

Suffering from the burden of a naff 

name, this game could have been a real 

addictive little number. Sadly it isn’t. 

The graphics are.poor even by the NES 

standards and although they move fairly 

quickly they. are still lacking. 

The game is:.also too difficult, with 

id Mr T Rock, armed:.with. only a. the first. level being very easy but the 
such as fireballs or bolas, these you © spade for protection, is searching «second practically impossible. A great 
can buy in the shops scattered around for a lost'city buried Somewhere in a shame really, cos the end result could 
the world with the coins collected labyrinth of caverns below the earth, have been excellent. 
when an enemy is killed. which are filled’ with. many. kinds: of _. 

strange and dangerous beasties. 

Digger does just as his. name 

suggests “and digs through, all .the 

caverns in his desperate search for 

“the exit. Each level witnesses you 
striving to reach a,door somewhere 

far away before it shuts, trapping you 

inside the level. 

To help you inthis task you will 

> find. various, items lying around on 

the floor. These range from ladders 

to dynamite and ‘all are’ used: in the 
which guard the end of the level. They way. you’d ‘expect them to be. In other 

have their own vulnerable spots which words, ladders are used for climbing! . 
are prone to attack. Obviously ——_—_pigger ‘must find his way to the exit X-RATING: © WW 
improved weaponry is extremely by. scraping around the loose rock areas no 
useful to deal with them. of the caverns, made prominent by their 

Viking Child is an excellent white colour. Once they have been dug cas: 
conversion of a platform game out the softer aréas can be used to Lastability: 
originally released on the ST many climb around to escape the beasties. _ -—» Presentation: 1 
moons ago. Although it sometimes 

plays a little on the slow side, the 

slight pause makes a welcome rest. 

The controls are easy to use, 

despite the additional option ones 

being a little tricky to handle in times 

of hectic action. The game features 

smooth scrolling and excellent 

graphics and sound. Overall, Viking 

Child is a first-rate product on the 

Atari hand held. 

[K-RATING MMM) 
GrGei Gregor 

nivine wear eee ct 

Behind doors lurk huge creatures 

Gameplay: 16/2¢ 
Lastability: 16/20 

Presentation: 17/2 



GAME: STARFLIGHT 
MACHINE: MEGA DRIVE 

PRICE: £49.99 
SUPPLIER: ELECTRONIC 

ARTS 

** Captain's Briefing - Stardate 2036. ** 

Wierers: Captain, to Interstel. You 

have been recruited under «the 

recommendation of your instructors and 

now you have control of a starship. It 

will be your job to assign a crew and to 

equip your vessel with the necessities 

for your forthcoming mission. 
Your success will depend upon: your 

ability to regenerate the MU (monetary 

units) from the very beginning of the 

mission. Having spent the initial capital 

on training the crew. and equipping the 

ship, you must use your knowledge and 

skill to the full to make profits on the 

cargo you are carrying. 

This will require extensive: research 

and exploration of, the surrounding 

galaxies, with the possibility of utilising 
your extensive combat training should 

the situation arise. | 

Your objective, is simple. 

gather information about anything and 

everything. Communicate, with alien 

races and read cryptic messages left by 

long gone species. 

Secondly you need to generate much 

needed revenue, since Interstel can only 

offer a minimal amount of capital at the 
outset of your/explorations. 

Good luck, Captain.” 

*** Brief ends *** 

= was originally released on 

the Amiga in’ 1990 and was. a 

strategic space exploration game that 

offered a tremendously challenging task. 

Electronic Arts wa$ responsible for the 

home computer versions, and has, also 

done the conversion to the Mega Drive. 

The two versions are very different to 

one another, in thatthe new cartridge 

Firstly 

features... exciting arcade sequences 

where you must pilot your ship in hectic 

combat interactives, land the cruiser 

safely and. navigate | successfully 

throughout the starmap. 

You must first,assign a crew to your 

vessel. There are five positions to fill; 

navigator, science officer, . medic, 

engineer and communicator. 

Furthermore, there are different 

races to make (your character with; 

human, velox, thrynn, elowan and 

“android. They. each have there own 

étatistics and are therefore suited to 

different jobs. 

Having spent the majority of the 

capital om a ship and the additional 

necessities, you can use the remaining 

MuU’s to train your crew in. their 

respective fields of duty. 

The’ main way of making money in 

Starflight is to mine for minerals, This is 

done by first landing on the ‘planet and 

then deploying the terrain vehicle. 

The small roamer car. has, a 

hyperclaw attached to the front and this 

allows you to dig through the numerous 

layers of dirt to find the more: precious 

rocks. and ores. Locating the precious 

substances depends on pure luck: but 

mineral scanners can’be bought later in 

the game, although they tend to drain off 

valuable energy. ; 

Starflight is yet another strong. 

product from Mega Drive supremo, 

Elecironic: Arts. The. game is highly 

polished with every attention to detail 

cared for, with the Mega cartridge being 

far superior to the other home me : 

versions on the market. 

The cartridge is quite expensive, 

_although it does offer many hours of 

challenging gameplay, with the save 

game options (up to two saves at a time) 

adding more to the cost. 

On the whole’a superb release that 

should appeal to strategy fans, with the 

arcade sequences included for all you 

action freaks out there. 

Gameplay: 15/20 
Lastability: 17/20 

Presentation: 16/20 



MEGEOR ie etre Beast ae He + Altered Beas a THE GAMES ROOM 

EPSOM MARKET HALL 

HIGH STREET EPSOM 
SURREY KT19 8TX 

| @ 0372-744465 

| TUES-SAT 9am- 5pm 

mH PRICE 
34.99 RENT A HERO. EA Ice HOCKEY 

ROAD RASH...... "34.99 BEAST HORROR oe cccsssntssscrnen 34,99 | 
SPIDERMAN... (34.99 GALAXY FORCE 2 .assesssssssssssccssssees 34.99 
LAKER VS CELTIC (34.99 — JEWEL MASTER .sessssssssssssssssssscses 34.99 
URRICAN........ 34.99 GOLDEN AXE 2......... "34.99 | AC ADAPTOR......scscsssssssssssecssesesteeeees 6.99 

FANTASIA........ 34.99 TOE JAM AND EARL.... CAR ADAPTOR ......ssssssssssssssssessseecsess 6.99 | 

BARE KNUCKLE... 34.99 THE IMMORTAL...... COLUMING............. 17.99 | 
RESTLE WAR 34.99 QUACKSHOT.... PSYCHIC WORLD .. 17,99 

STAR Tas 34.99 MERCS tablet eit yl res 

ITLE 4 oe ae a = te 3 . monee por oe Slee ene 7 ENTERTAINMENT 
i L oeneenanes! WEVY ...UOC! eS ree BA eer wee22e 

LTERED BEAST. 19, H LAST BATTLE........ CHASE HO........... 22.99 UNIT 33-34 ROMFORD 

PCR BURNER 2 29.99... 19. MODNWALKER Beets edie x pes SHOPPING HALL .29.99....19.99 MOONWALKER....... GOLDE E..... wen 22i 
BUDOKHAN : . MICKEY MOUSE.. G LOC .......cceee w22.99 MARKET PLACE 
BATTLE SQUADRON.........34. x PGA GOLF........ JOE MONTANA... wa.22.99 
Sort ils hile 29: h Cas a MICKEY POUBE:: +. 22.99 ROMFORD 

ia 34.99....19. Lae OUT RUN uu... 22.99 
ESWAT...... 99 REV. OF SHINOBI RASTAN ..... ““p2'99 | ESSEX RM1 3AB | 
FORGOTTEN WORLD.. 99 SUPER MONACO. SHINOBI......... ven22.99 @ 0708-744338 | 
GHOSTBUSTERS..... -29.99....14.99  STRIDER..cssossssssssnen WOODY POP............. a22.99 MON-SAT 9am-5om 
GOLDEN AXE............ .29.99...22.99 SHADOW DANCER. DRAGON CRYSTAL......ssssssssssseee. 22.99 p 
GHOULS'N GHOSTS..........37.99....24.99 SUPER T/BLADE.. MASTER _ HALF DAY THURSDAY 
AMES POND.......... 34.99....19.99 SUPER R/BALL...... ns ; 
AMES B D BOXING.........29.99...22.99 SONIC on. GEAR 
OHN MADDEN.................. 34.99.2499 SWORD OF SODA ADAPTOR £ y 4 A © 9 

ALLOWS MASTER SYSTEM GAMES TO BE 

PLAYED ON YOUR GAME GEAR - SEE SON : 
_WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL LIST 

ALEX KIDD...... E GAMEBOY S 
AFTER BURNER 2... INCL. TETRIS + BATTERIES, STEREO 

" BATTLE OUTRUN... HEADPHONES & 2 PLAYER LEAD 
| CALIFORNIA... "7199... 14: £69.99 
J DOUBLE DRAGOIN ......27. Sem es 

: _ GOLDEN AXE........... 27,99 ....19: BURAI FIGHTER 
aig at ee mew, GOLFA MANIA... n CHESS MASTER 

a pera ee: a= KU FU KIDD... CASTLE VANIA..... 
BACK TO THE FUTURE 2... for! DOUBLE DRAGON 
BUBBLE BOBBLE.. HYOPER LODE RUNNE 
CHESS RADAR MISSION......... 

SIDE POCKET........... 
SUPER MARIO LAND.. 

D CUP THNDERBLADE ........19.99....12: as 
GALL TIME SOLDIERS "21.99..12. ae = 0708-640500 
CALL VIGILANTE......... 27.99 ....14. “9499 | MON-SAT 10am-6pm 
CALL WORLD SOCCER... Seles a w24.99 (opp Gateways supermarket) 
CALL WONDER BOY'S 

mae, ROLER See, 
29.99 SIMPSONS .. 
eae SKLOR DIE... 

WORLD CUP 
WORLD WRESTLING... 
BOY & HIS BLOB. i 

_ AVAILABLE WILL , 
_ BEDESPATCHED | 

ONDATEOF | 
RELEASE. 

WE RESERVE THE | 

ie F : RIGHT TO 5 

; CHANGE PRICES 
TRADE-IN YOUR OLD TITLES FOR WITHOUT sk IN OUR SHOPS. OR 

Te: NOTIFICATION SEND THIS IN WITH NEW GAMES OR CASH NOW!!! S cain | = SENVOuR ¢ = 
i ee i 

a 3 25 ) 
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MEGADRIVE MEGADRIVE 
Streets of Rage .. £33. 688 Attack Sub 

NINTENDO FAMICOM SECONDHAND 

FAMICOM SCART HARDWARE 
+2 games of your choice.|_!! machines carry a 6 
Full 12 months warranty month warranty. 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Complete with English 

“instructions. Will play, English 
American and Japanese 

SEGA GAME GEA\ 
£36.99 Out Run. 
£36.99 Holy Wars 

£31.99 Mickey Mouse... Bonanza Brothers... 

games (no-convertor needed). Buck Rogers.. sagen ONO ae: e Gameboy + Tetris + leads £49.99 _ |Full 12 months parts & labour Burning Force... agg USE Special Price Sega #4 System + guarantee and all machines # California Games... £36.99 Choc... £299.99 
tested before despatch. £37.99 Dark Castles.. £37.99 Wonderboy... - +£10 carriage Bales. : 2 Dee g' English text is displayed on 3 i Decap Attack £39,997 Head Busters... cesses. : Sega Master System plus 
95% of Japanese games, | Road Rash.... £37.99 Donald- Duck £38.99 Fantasy Zone £23.99 | FAMICOM PAL | (2 games, light phaser)...... £49.99 
REDUCED TO ONLY | ?CA Tour Goff. £36.99 £99 Interceptor. a t90 | Com M VERSION) Nintendo NES + Game.....£54.99 | 

Revenge of Shinobi £31.99 gg Factory Panic 99 |+any game of your choice.) ,. : 

oo a £1999 |Full 12 months warranty | oer ik 89 Strider... £29.99 745 99 Joe Montana . £23.99 | § ial Pri ie aa . 
i Jewel Master... pa Pecial PRICE | Nintendo NES Deluxe Pack SEGA MEGADRIVE) turican... £34.99 iakes v Catia 37.99 Leaderboard... £24,99 £319.99 i i 

+ GAME Saint Sword... £32.99 Marbles oe Ninja Gaiden £24.99 3 Q2 games, light gun+robot).£89.99 
as above + game Spiderman ... £35.99 wae ee BRS Putter Golf ..... £19.99 +£10 carriage Sega Megadrive + Game £100.99 

Alien Storm.. Bree a oad on mente Hedgehog £24.99 PC Engine + Game............£89.99 
NOW ONLY Wrestle Wars £33.99 Phantasy Star 3 . ihe Space Harrier. £24.99 | INTENDO TURTLES PACK . 5 : Atari Lynx. £54.99 £119.99 Street Smarts £33.99 _ Kings of Power... £099 eran... ‘499 | NES +2 pads + power potent eee. £04, 

Atari Lynx California Pack £74.99 Thunderforce +£7 p&p eee Super Kick-Off... £24.99 pack + Turtles. 
John Maddens... p35 Shadow of Beast 

OFFICIAL ENGLISH) wing gesisance...... £52.99 Siting in DathNSS ncn GAME GEAR ee OR eee SECONDHAND 
MEGADRIVE Dinolard cece £32.99 Speedball 2 racicneicnstenen £89.99 £74.99 SOFTWARE 

ft PSU Faery Tale Adventure............£32.99 immortal. ADAPTOR Nintendo games from.......£14.99 ee ac | Centurian £32.99 Told. Takes Master GAME GEAR ee as 
# UK TO JAPANESE CONVERTOR] i X AM Gameboy games from.......£12.99 

pee : re on eee in System Games ie 3 R - CE Megadrive games from .....£13.99 
es nd .. = = a 

SPECIAL PRICE | 7°)... ee ein. RRP OURPRICE || a, 54 99 Bees po Lyme games ffOM sneanc£13.99 
£ 1 25.99 Super Monaco GP... £33.98  Moonwalker . £39.99 £28.99 = E PC Engine games from...... £14.99 

4£7 p&p +£7 carriage Mickey Mouse Afterburner 2 Sega Master System from ....£6.9 

BUN SO OLE EN cna mumELELDON|SEECIEIC GAMES ALSO AVAIL ABU uaa 
oa et nv ATLINE 0898 101. 234 «6 SHADOW OF THE BEAST IL............:.cccccsccscssssessesseeeeoes 0898 442 022 : 

TONY TAKOUSHI CONSOLE LINE. 0898 299 390 « IER OESIOESDEVEIIEAIN CE ss cesccrests. saccses.csnsessaccesenereoree 0898 442 025 

NEW, TRICKS, TIP'S FOR AMIGA ....0898 299 385. EYE OF THE BEHOLDER/SILVER BLADES... ..0898 442 030 

AMIGA GAMESTIPS........... a 0898 299 386 © POOL OF RADIANCE/AZURE BONDS/KRYNN ........... 0898 442 026 
ATARI ST GAMESTIPS.. 
MEGATIP GAMESLINE ... 

S01 CST ROTURT ~ aos 509380 © FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF SERVICES RING 
MEL CROUCHERS FUNLINE ... -...0898 299 399 @ os ve) Ss a | yA | Sy 2 X | p— oF 
ALL FORMATS COMPUTER FAIRS NEWSLINE............. 0898 299 389 @ x 
IRELAND DIAL-A-TIP ...03000 212 44 ~ ALL MES 

S & & : 2&2 6 © &G @ & 

pel 

0S 

Message P| @ WHY BUY ANOTHER VIDEO GAME 
0839 33-31-96/ _ |’ WHEN YOU CAN SWAP FOR ONLY 
i Just call and listen! {= wM1/ £3.50 (inc, 1st class postage)? 

SEGA, NINTENDO, ATARI, GAM 5 is EGADRIVE, FAMICOM, etc. - CARTRIDGES ONLY 

IAME Si cpnctheenfabeere ries AUDIBIR ES Stadia esis crecaiensesesnaislnsan Sateen te cad NE apna Sat 
Gave] 2nd CHOICE SWAP ave] ard CHOICE SWAP (aus 

INSTRUCTIONS. Fill in order form for up to 3 games. Choose swaps of the same value. Make out cheque/P.O. for £3.50/£7.00/£10.50 payable to VIDEO GAMES SWAP (Uk). 
Put all items from checklist into the game's protective plastic case. Place in envelope or wrap in brown paper and post to: VIDEO GAMES SWAP (UK), 5 CHATSWORTH 
ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT. SK7 6BH. (Calls cost 36p/min cheap rate, 48p/min all other times. A.D. Ltd, Box 3000. N20 9RB) CUT OUT OR PHOTOCOPY 
CHECKLIST: Please make sure you enclose the following: CARTRIDGEM GAME INSTRUCTIONS ORDER FORMM CHEQUE/P.0OM a a a a a ca hc en i THIS ORDER FORM 



SONIC VS MARIO 
! am aé =~<4great lover 

Entertainment System and the Mario 

Brothers but as I have not got a colour 

television in my bedroom I decided to get a 

portable Sega Game Gear. 

I would like to know whether Super Mario 

Brothers will be available on the Game Gear. 

1 would be very grateful if you could get hold 

of this information for me. 

Tim Lawrence, Herts. 

of the Nintendo 

Dr X: Sadly, Mario Brothers will never be appearing on 

the Game Gear cos Mario and Luigi are both Nintendo 

characters whereas the Game Gear is a Sega machine. 

You will be able to lay your hands on Sonic the 

Unfortunately Super Mario Brothers will never 

appear on the Game Gear since the latter is 

Sega's machine and Mario and Luigi are 

Nintendo characters. Try Sonic instead... 

Hedgehog around Christmas time, this being an 

excellent platform game in the same vein as the Mario 

Brothers. However, if you still want to play Mario on a 

nand heid you're going to have to use a Game Boy. 

I have just bought the Cartoon Classics 

Amiga pack. Lemmings is mega, Captain 

Planet is brill too, but Bart Simpson is getting 

on my nerves. I read your player’s guide but I 

cannot get past level one. Pve turned 

everything to orange but I can’t get to the 

end of the level. 

Have you got to knock Jebediah 

Springfield’s head off and if so, how? If you 

don’t, what do I have to do? I have sprayed 

the policeman by the way. Please, please, 

please help me because now I have no hair 

left and I’m starting to rip up the furniture. 

Peter Allen, Clwyd. 

PS | love your bow-ties, can I have one? 

Dr X: No you can't have a bow-tie because I'm very 

fond of each and every one of them. As for Bari, you 

can’t have turned everything orange otherwise you'd be 

able to progress to the end-of-level guardian. You need 

The first level is pretty tricky and may take some time 

% complete. Basically you must paint everything in 

eight, then kill the guardian at the end of the level 

Wy ocore once again to my 

cynical clinic where | will try 

my very best to help you with all your 

computer gaming problems. If there’s 

a game causing you grief, send me a 

letter explaining your troubles and Il 

help you as fast as I possibly can. If 

you’re particularly nice to me I may 

even send you a T-shirt (fat chance, 

baldy - Ed). Anyway, keep your 

scribbles coming in to: Dr X, Games- 

X, Adlington Park, Europa House, 

Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP. 

to turn everything orange, either by spray-painting, firing 

a rocket, or lobbing a cherry bomb. 

The first section of the level is simple, but later on 

remember to fire a rocket at the bird perched on the 

statue and a cherry bomb at the parrot in the pet shop. 

Spray-paint all the flower pots and destroy the blinds in 

the old people's residence and you'll be home and dry. 

Il am stuck on the brilliant Bitmap Brothers 

game, Gods. | can get to the end of world one 

master and I have tried to shoot him but his 

energy doesn’t go down. The hints tell you to 

use the lightning bolt but I can’t find it. 

Please, please, please help me. 

Alan Nolan, Aston. 

Dr X: Hi Mark, and welcome to my cynical clinic. You're 

right, Gods is certainly a superb game but it’s tough too. 

The first end-oflevel guardian is easy to beat if you 

know what you're doing and yes, it is extremely useful to 

have the lightning boits in your possession, 

bi ks és = z cad o3 Le 

The lightning bolt spell is found in one-of the towers 

at the end of level one, worid three. It’s not essential 

to use against the guardian but it’s extremely useful 

These can be found in the towers ai the top of level 

three, just before you enter the room with the guardian. 

As for tips on how to kill him, simple. He jobs fireballs at 

you which you must obviously dodge if you don’t want to 

face the consequences. Fire as offen as possible and 

he’ll soon die. 

I would be eternally grateful if you could help 

me with my Deuteros problem. I’ve only been 

playing two days and already I’m stuck. | 

can’t work out how to mine minerals from 

planets other than Earth. When the aliens 

declare war they always destroy me because 

I can’t get the resources to build the 

defences the researchers come up with. 

How do I get at the minerals on the other 

planets before the aliens get me? I would be 

very grateful for your help. 

Adam O'Brian, Liverpool. 

Are you thick or what? Just because you don’t 

know how to mine you stroll off and get blasted 

by alien scum! Forget everything elise, grab a 

pickaxe and start hacking away at the rock face 

Dr X: Where did you get the copy of Deutros, Adam, 

because | didn’t realise it was in the shops yet? Anyway, 

a full description as to how and where to mine for 

minerals is found in the included in the 

packaging so | suggest you look through the book. 

KING'S QUEST-IONS 
Help! On King’s Quest V I’m stuck, | cannot 

get up into the mountains. | can befriend the 

bees but can’t decide whether to befriend the 

ants or the rats. How do I get past the 

snake? Do | need to enter the temple? 

Alastair Simons, Berks. 

manual 

Dr X: Blimey you've asked a lot of questions, all of 

which are answered in the first part of the player's guide 

in issue nine of Games-X. On with the first answer. 

You can get into the mountains but you nave a long 

way to go yet. You need the cloak, the sled, the leg of 

lamb and many other items before you } 

snowy wastes. 

You need to befriend both the rats and the ant 

former by lobbing a boot at the cat c t 

rodent, the iatier by throwing the 

urney into the 

Finally, enter the temple by using the staff found at the 

bandits’ camp. 
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Davia Hutchings (19) from Heetngs | 

ve had a Spectrum for 

ll years, just for playing 

adventures like Lords @ 
ot Midnight and 

Knightlore. | recently 
bought a Nintendo, 
$0 you can guess 

that the  afore- 

mentioned ageing 

Sinclair is gathering — 

dust these days. 

Tye been broadening my 

game interests recenily, playing aircraft acubions 

and beat'em-ups. | do karate, and [ve just bought — 

Dragon Ninja which is great fun. | think the price of 

software, particularly console, is far too high. If 

games were a bit cheaper | think eee ve get 

around to buying more. 

| think is really important 10 magazine 

reviews before shelling out £30 for a game, in order 

to avoid bitter cepa 

[pF RPDS ARS St a eS SH aT EC RTE SR RR RES 

sae 

Craig Norton (21) from Essex 

©. ports simulations, 
%) adventures and airsims 

are most definitely my 

favourites on the Amiga. 

Wing Commander II 

has just been put out on | 

the shelves, | hear that 

it’s pretty good. 

| generally buy one 

game a month when | get 

my wages but I’ve been 

stung a couple of times. 

Once Kick Off 2 was sold out so 

| chose another football game which looked similar 

on the box — it was rubbish! 

Ricky Biddle (10) from Blusbury 

I fl y mum buys me games for my Nintendo every 

iV ! [ now and again. (Anything just to keep him well 

out of mischief! — Mrs 

Biddle). | play Bionic 

Commandos a lot, but 

my favourite games 

have to be Mario 

Brothers 1 and 2. 

I've saved up 

some pocket-money | 

to buy Batman or 

Wrestling. For my 

birthday next month 

lm hoping to get | 

Kick Off. 

Simon Gillaid (17) from Reading 

H 

T onight I'm going to a football tournament, 

so | thought I’d pop in on my way to see 

what’s new. I’ve got a Nintendo and my mates 

are always round my ae playing Kick Off and 

Ice Hockey. 

the 

* best 

stop playing it! 

lrit Jagermann (20) from Israel (centre) 

‘ve dragged my friends into just about | fl every game shop in London. | started | 

playing games like Tetris and Popcorn on 

the Apple Mac at college back in Israel. 

Now I've got a Commodore 64 which is the 

most popular machine back home. 

I've been playing all sorts of arcade | 

games, | really like Commando and Way of | 

the Exploding Fist. 

My brother told me to get F15 Strike 

Eagle but | haven't seen it yet. Back home 

all the children buy English magazines to 

see what's being released, but the 

availability of games is limited. 

If you would like your store to 
be featured in Street Talk, 

then why not drop us a line at 
Games-X, Europa House, 

Adlington Park, Macclesficid, 
Cheshire SK10 4NP. 

| usually buy a 

game a month and 

I'm saving up for 

Simpsons 

because | think the 

cartoon on Sky is 

brilliant. | think the 

game ever 

written is Kick Off 

cos you just can’t 

| 

well as Willy Beamish, 

Martin Alltime — Shop Manager (on oe in photo) 

\N | agic Pockets 

l\ \ | should sell as 

Pitfighter, and Gunship 

2000. The sales on 

Amiga and both the 

Nintendo and Sega 

consoles are rocketing, ee 

but the ST has stayed Bray ane hfe same as his time last } 

year. There’ sa definite increase of interest in hand helds. | 

We've just got 

Jimmy White’s | 

Snooker in (see 

left) which is selling 

really well, and 

we're just getting 

ready for the busy 

period running up | 

to Christmas. 

Trent Amoid a 6)f fon A usuelte, | 

C ) n my PC | tend to play | i | 

only car racing games 

and |'ve got just about every | 
product which involves driving 

. O K, guys, as / 

J we agreed, 

# here are your 

photos but not 

your names. 

We respect § 

your reasons for 

staying incognito. 

Now we've kept | 
our side of the 

bargain so... 

available in Australia. My 

favourites are Nigel Mansell, 

Lotus and Formula 1. 

I's great here in 

London, there’s so many 

computer game shops and 

the choice of titles is @ 

enormous when compared to those in Oz. 

The kids back home are really keen on what's going on 

in the UK and I’m going to buy Stunt Car Racer and maybe 

Hard Drivin’ to take back. 



CALL US ON: 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 

O902 25304 
FAX: 0902 712751 

3-D CONSTRUCTION KIT .. 
3-D POOL..... 

S$. 3D 

ADVANCED FRUIT MACHINE 
AFRICA KORPS 
ARMALYTE.. 

BARDS TALE 3. 
BATMAN THE MOVIE 
BATTLE CHESS... 
BATTLE CHESS 2. 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN ner rinestHoun)...... 21.50 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN MISSION DISK. 10,99 
BEACH VOLLEY 
BLOOD MONEY 
BREACH 2 ENHANCED . 
BUBBLE BOBBLE. 

C.J.'S ELEPHANT ANTICS 
CABAL 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
CAPTIVI 
CAR-VU 
CARRIER COMMAND... 
CENTREFOLD SQUARE 
CHALLENGE GOLF 3- 
CHAMPION OF R 
CHASE H.0 2... 
CHESS CHAMPION 217 
CHUCK ROC 
CHUCKIE EG! 
CLOUD KINGDOMS 
COHORT FIGHTING FOR ROME 
COLOSSUS CHESS 1 
CONFLICT EUROPI 
CONQUEROR... 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS 
CORPORATION + MISSI 
CRICKET (1 MEG ONLY) 
CRICKET CAPTAIN... 
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE 
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RAGING 
DALEY THOMPSONS OLYMPIC CHALLENGE 
DARKMAN .. 
DEFENDER OF THE CROW 

DELUXE SCRABBLE .. 
DELUXE STRIP POKER. 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 
DOUBLE DRAGON 

PECIAL OFFER 

EMLYN HUGHES INT SOCCER 
EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE .. 
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2 
F16 COMBAT PILOT. 

|) FIQSTEALTH... 
| F29 RETALIATOR.. 

FAST FOOD . 
FERRARI FORMULA ON 
FINAL FIGHT 
FINAL WHISTI 
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDE! 

FRENETIC... 
FRUIT MACHINI 
FUN SCHOOLS 

ST 
FUN SCHOOL 3 7+. 17.50 
FUTURE BASKETBALLSPECIAL OFFER N/A 
GAMES SUMMER EDITION ETO: 
GAUNTLET 2. 7,99 

HARD NOVA... 
HERO QUEST 

INDIANA JONES LAST CRUSADE.NEW PRICE 7.99 
INT. CHAMP. ATHLETICS 
JACK NICKLAUS UNLIMITED COURSES (1 MEG) N/A 
JAMES POND .-SPECIAL OFFER 9.99 

..SPECIAL OFFER N/A 
JIMMY WHITES WHIRLWIND SNOOKER, 
KENNY DALGLISH SOCCER MANAGER 
KICK OFF 2 

KICK OFF 2 THE FINAL WHISTL 
KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROFE.. 
KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS ADD 0 
KID GLOVES .. 
THE LAST BA 
LAST NINJA 2 
LAST NINJA 3 
LEAGUE CHALLENGE 
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS. 9 99 
LEMMINGS... 
LICENCE TO KILI 
LIFE AND DEATH 
LITTLE PUFF. 
LOGICAL... 
LOMBARD RAC RALL' 
LORD OF THE RINGS 
LORDS OF CHAOS. sit 
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE 17. 50 
M1 TANK PLATOON 
MAGIC POCKETS. 
MAN. UNT..... 
MAN. UNT. EUROP! 
MEGA TRAVELLER 1 .. 

MIDWINTER 
MIG 29 SUPER FULCRUM .. 
MIGHTY BOMBJACK . 
MOONWALKER, 
MR DO RUN RU 
MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGER. 17, 50 
NAPOLEON 1 
NAVY SEALS. 

NIGHTBREED (THE ACTION GAME). 
NORTH AND SOUTH.. 
OPERATION STEALTH 
OPERATION WOLF 

OUTRUN 
P.G.A. TOI 
P.P. HAMMER. 
PACMANIA.... 
PANZA KICK BOXING. 
PLAYER MANAGER 

POWERMONGER... 
PRINCE OF PERSIA 

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2. 
QUEST FOR GLORY 2. 
QUESTION OF SPORT. 

AM 
17.50 
9.99 
7.99 
7.99 

17.50 
17.50 
17.50 
N/A 
9.99 
WA 

17.50 
10.99 
21.50 
7.99 
7,99 

17.50 
21.50 
9.99 

17.50 
21.50 
7.99 

13.99 
17.50 
8.99 
7.99 
7.99 
7.99 

17.50 
7,99 

17.50 
6,99 
9,99 

17.50 
7.99 

17.50 
6.99 

13.99 
7.99 

17.50 
17.50 
17.50 
21.50 
17.50 
17,50 
17.50 
21.50 

ie AED 
17.50 
24.99 
27.99 
17.50 
7.99 
N/A 

17.50 
21.50 
17.50 
17,50 
N/A 

ST 
r 17.50 

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG 24.99 
RED HEAT 7.99 
RENEGADE LEGION (1 MEG NWA 
RISE OF THE DRAGON : N/A 
ROBIN HOOD (ADVENTURE) N/A 
ROBIN SMITHS INT. CRICKE 17.50 
ROBOCOP 2... 17.50 
ROCKET RANGER 9,99 
RODLANDS..... 17.50 
RORKE’S DRI 17.50 
RUN THE GAUNTLET... 7,99 
SCOOBY DOO & SCRA\ 7.99 
SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND....(1 MEG) 17.50 
SECRET OF SILVER BLADES.....(1M) N/A 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST........NEW PRICE 7.99 

SHERMAN M4 7.99 
7,99 

SHOOT'EM-UP CONSTRUCTION KIT 6.99 
SHUFFLEPACK CAFE. ae AO 
SILENT SERVICE 2... NEW N/A 
SINBAD & THE THRONE OF FALCON 9.99 

21,50 
7.99 
9,99 

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99 
9.99 

17.50 
9.99 

21.50 
7.99 
9.99 

17.50 
7,99 

17.50 
17.50 
17.50 
17.50 
7.99 

17.50 
17.50 
21.50 

SKYCHASE.. 
SNOWSTRIKE. 
SPEEDBALL 
SPEEDBALL 2. 
SPINDIZZY WORLDS .SPECIAL OFFER 
SPIRIT OF EXCALIBER 
STACK UP 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER . 
STRIKER MANAGER 
SUPER CAR: 

SUPER OFF ROAD RACER 

SWITCHBLADE 2 
SWIV. esssse 
TEAM YANKEE 
TEENAGE TUR 
TENNIS CUP... 
TERMINATOR 
TETRIS. 
THEIR FINEST HOUR 
THEIR FINEST MISSIONS. 
THREE STOOGES, 
THUNDERBLADE 
THUNDERHAWK .. 

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY 
TREBLE CHAMPIONS 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
TURBO OUTRUN 
TURF FORWSYSTEM 8 (HORSE RACING & POOLS) 
TURRICAN 2 

9 99 
17.50 
9.99 

TYPHOON OF STEEL (1 MEG)SPECIAL OFFER N/A 
TYPHOON THOMPSON 7.99 
WACKY DARTS 6.99 
WAR GAMES CONSTRUCTION SPECIAL OFFER + NA 
WAR ZONE, 
WATERLOO 

WINGS OF FURY. 
WINNING TACTIC: 
WONDERLAND 
WORLD CHAM Worle: 
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING MANAGER 13.99 
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD 7,99: 
WORLDS AT WAR red N/A 
X-OUT.... 6.99 

7.99 
9.99 
7.99 

17.50 
ZORK 1 OR 2 0R 9.99 

fF CIT 
VISA 
ee 

AM 
17.50 
24.99 
7.99 

24.99 
24.99 
17.50 
17.60 
17.50 
9,99 

17.50: 
17.50 
7.99 
7.99 

17.50 
21.50 
7.99 
7.99 
7.99 
6.99 
7.99 

24.99 
9.99 

21.50 
7.99 
9.99 
6.99 
9.99 

17.50 

10.99 
9.99 
7.99 

21.50 
17.50} 
7.99 

17.50 
17.50 
17.50 
4.99 
6.99 3 

13.99 
7.99 
9.99 

17.50 
9.99 
9,99 
7.99 
NA 
9.99 

13.99 
9.99 
7,99 
7.99 

21.50. 
17,50 
13.99 
7.99: 

17.50 
N/A 
7,99 

Wi 
TURBO OUTRUN, CHASE H.Q., 
POWERDRIFT, HARD DRIVIN' 

ST AND AMIGA 17,50 

V IAL RR 1 
| MIDWINTER, CARRIER COMMAND. 
| STUNT CAR RACER, STARGLIDER 2, 

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 
CHALLENGE 

_ MICROPROSE socceh FOOTBALL - 
MANAGER 2, GAZZA'S SUPER 

SOCCER & FOOTBALL MANAGER 
WORLD CUP EDITION 
ST AND AMIGA 17,50 

VIRTUAL WORL 
DRILLER, TOTAL ECLIPSE, THE 

CRYPT, CASTLE MASTER 
ST AND AMIGA 21.50 

OWER PACK 
V SPORTS FOOTBALL, 

/ BLOODWYCH, LOMBARD RAC RALLY | 
ST AND AMIGA 21.50 

CALIFORNIA CANES, THE GAMES 
WINTER & SUMMER EDITIONS 

ST AND AMIGA 21.50 

f 

TV. SPORTS FOOTBALL, WINGS, 
LORDS OF THE RISING SUN, 
TV. SPORTS BASKETBALL 
AMIGA ONLY 24.99 

AND 

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD, PRO 
TENNIS TOUR, CONTINENTAL 

_ CIRCUS & GAZZA'S SUPER SOCCER | 
ST AND AMIGA 21,50 

IRON LORD. NIGHT HUNTER, TWIN 
WORLD, PUFFY'S SAGA & SIR FRED 

ST AND AMIGA 21 

SPORTING Wir 
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER, BRIAN 
CLOUGH'S FOOTBALL FORTUNES 

ST AND AMIGA 17.50 

force pieceeoenemiese 

RE HONDA, - none GAMES, PRO. 
TENNIS TOUR, SATAN, AFTER THE WAR 

ST AND AMIGA 17.50 

NT. 
HARD DRIVIN', TOOBIN, XYBOTS, 

APB., DRAGON SPIRIT 
ST AND AMIGA 17.50 

= ~ FINALE 
_ PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS, 

SPACE HARRIER, OVERLANDER 

ST AND AMIGA 17.50 

FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, 
KICK OFF, PRO TENNIS TOUR, 

STUNT CAR RACER 
ST AND AMIGA 21.50 

YOGI S GREAT ESCAPE, RUFF & 
READY, HONG KONG PHOOEY, 

BEVERLEY HILLS CATS 
ST AND AMIGA 13,99 

or 

BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND, 
: NEW ZEALAND STORY 

ST AND AMIGA 13.99 

ASSIC 4 i 

ROIDS, GALAXIONS, | 
” CENTIPEDE 

ST AND AMIGA 7.99 

YI 
ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, 
BATMAN THE MOVIE, INDIANA 

JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE 
ST AND AMIGA at. 50 

U i 
2, SHINOBI, NINJA 

AMITE DUX 

BLE SIDED, 
TH LABELS 

25 

3.5 INCH 40 PIECE D. 
3.5 INCH 80 PIECE D 

| | 3.5 INCH 120 PIECE DISK BOX 
MOUSE MATS... 
. ST AND AG EXTENSION LEADS 
- AMIGA 1/2 MEG EXPANSION 
WITH OR WITHOUT CLOCK 

CD Just fill in the coupon and send if fo: * 
ple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN. 

Bloetee capitals Bisceer 

*'postage rates: please add 50p for post and packaging on all orders 
__ under£5. EEC countries add £1.00 per item, non EEC countries add GamesK 

£2.00 per item. Paying by Cheque: cheques payable to Software 25 
City. European orders: Master card. Eurocard accepted. 
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op, the Bonanza 

ses to use 

o 

ced graphies. P 

he wacky Bonanza Brothers 

first appeared in arcades in 

ms the autumn of 1990. Realising 

the game's potential US Gold was 

quick to sign it. The actual 

programming is in the capable hands of 

Harrogate based Twilight, the team 

who is also responsible for US Gold’s 

other cracking Christmas coin-op 

conversion, Mega Twins. 

Bonanza Brothers follows the lives 

of two one-time villains, the Phil and 

Grant Mitchell of the computer world, 

used to dealing with anything not nailed 

down. Mobo and Robo, an_ unlikely 

looking pair, resemble the Laurel and 

Hardy of the 1990’s — one’s tall and thin, 

the other short and fat. 
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The only thing they have in 

common are their ‘oh, so cool’ shades. 

One night, while sitting watching the 

TV in their apartment, the channel 

changed from their usual programme to 

that of a &, 

mysterious 

shadowy 

figure. Could 

it be that the 

brothers hadn't zi 

managed to get as. 

their hands on a 

dodgy TV licence? 

No, the stranger was, in fact, Mr 

Big. Having recently decided to go 

straight, Mr Big had gone into business. 

However, being aware of the 

criminal element in today’s society he 

was a little worried about his company’s 

security systems. 

SUPERMEN OR WIMPS? 
It just so happened that both Mobo and 

Robo owed Mr Big a rather large favour. 

Instead of breaking into buildings for 

themselves, he wanted them to break 

into buildings for him. 

The only catch was that the said 
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oremises were owned by the man 

rimself! Mobo and Robo were about to 

go straight in a crooked kind of way. 

As a means of testing each 

puilding’s security system, they would 

nave to break in, retrieve designated 

objects and leave before they got 

caught. For each building successfully 

negotiated the boys would receive a big 

fat cheque and details of the next hit. 

Armed with stun-guns the boys 

would face all manner of security 

systems and guards. What they didn’t 

realise was that Mr Big was also testing 

other criminals who he’d employed to 

thwart the brother’s plans. 

The Bonanza Brothers will be 

sneaking onto a monitor near you during 

November. Mobo and Robo will make 

their debut on the Commodore 64, 

Spectrum, Amstrad, Atari ST and 

Amiga. No definite prices have been 

mentioned just yet, but you can bet your 

bottom dollar that this is going to be a 

real steal! In the meantime, real 

Bonanza Brothers fans might like to grab 

a copy of next week's issue of Games X 

where we'll have a super competition. 

10TH-16TH OCTOBER1991 GAMES-X 4: 



reach the ‘final frontier’. 

ften hammy, a little 

camp, and over- 

sentimental, but always 

enthralling entertainment, Star 

Trek, the Enterprise and the 

majority of the original crew 

have survived the ravages of 25 

years intact... save for the odd 

head-rug and corset. 

There have been two 

attempts to turn star treking into 

computer entertainment, one: 

was based on the ’60’s series, 

the other on the ’80’s movies... 

They were reasonable 

games, but both failed to 

reproduce the character and 

atmosphere which has, made 

Star Trek timeless. 

US based game designer, 

Interplay, represented in the UK 

by Electronic Arts, has 

painstakingly studied the series 

and is determined to succeed 

Arguably the most popular and often repeated 

television series of all time, the original Star Trek
 

commands an almost fanatical following from 

millions of fans worldwide. These ‘Trekkies’ 

keenly watch for any error or incorrect reference 

to the TV series, and so Jason Spiller, with some 

trepidation, reports on a ‘two year mission’ to 

where others have failed before. 

The team studied the colour 

and lighting used in the series 

and then experimented with 

various pallettes, to attain not 

only the colour quality, but also 

the stark studio lighting and 

curious lack of shadow. : 

LIFE AS WE KNOW IT 
The intro sequence is, 

predictably. the famous | ‘final 

frontier’ speech, followed by the 

_ Enterprise. hurtling across the 

' galaxy like the proverbial bat out 

_ of hell before culminating in the 

‘frenetic TV tune - perfectly 

recreated in four channel stereo 

‘sound on the PC version with 

sound card. 

Interplay’s remarkable 

attention to detail is immediately 

evident when introduced to the 

crew, for not only do the sprites 

look physically like their human, 

or Vulcan counterparts, they also 

stand and move like them. 

On board the ship each room 

has been accurately recreated. 

Beginning with the bridge, the 

characters are animated and in 

their usual positions. 

With an Enterprise ship 

shaped cursor, you can click on 

any of the characters for specific 

_ info, or the program will maintain 

a vigil on situations. while the 

crew offer voluntary commentary 

on status. : 

Meanwhile, the PC with 

sound card version recreates all 

those wonderful noises, like the 

‘SHHKK’ of the elevator door or 

the shrill ‘PEEWEE PEEWEE’ of 

the communicators. Other 

recognisable venues — include 

Scott's precious engine room 

and McCoy’s surgery, of.course, 

with the ‘DONNG DONNG’ heart 

beat noise. 

WARP FACTOR FIVE, MR SULU 
Back on the bridge, Kirk 

captains the Enterpriseacross _ 

the vastness of space. The crew 

often alert him to unidentified 

vessels or asteroids, and it is 

here that the game combines 

elements of strategy in 

navigation and ship status, with. 
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the physical action of battle. 

Things start to hot up when 

suddenly a sinister Klingon 

fighter vessel emerges from the 

cloak of darkness. f 
Chekov warns: _-““Klingon 

*wessel approaching Captain!” 

(*wessel intended - Ed). 

As Kirk, you can attempt to 

make contact and communicate, 

but if the intruder proves to be 

hostile you can command Sulu to 

prepare for retaliation. 

During the ensuing battle, 

lasers from both vessels light up 

the inky blackness of space as 
Photon missiles devastate shield 

strength. The battle is fought on _ 

the massive screen ~—which 

dominates the bridge of. the 

Enterprise, as you aim at th 

On your five year mission as Captain Kirk 

you will visit strange new worlds and 

meet many new life forms, boldly going 

where no man has been before 

‘ take much mortr of 

vessel and dodge enemy fire. 

Each hit_sends shudders through 
the ship and the crew constantly 

communicate with Kirk to help 

you make the right decision. _ 

Scotty: “The shields arrr 

damaged Cap'n! | he can’nee 

"There are count 
to explore during the g 

after navigating the Enterprise 

within teleportation distance o 

new heavenly body, a party can 

be beamedidown to its surface. 
The party : materialises 

somewhere on the terrain and 
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‘quality of sprite animati 

yn ficent, even _foone 

BEAN ME UP aie 
On ‘meeting an alien life-form : 

there are numerous decisions to 

make and actions to take, 

ranging _— from friendly 
communication ) a stunning 

blast froma a trusty Phaser. | 

oO} o the plan 

cuzzi, Spoc 
lutionary new d 

computer ealarainment yet, and 

with the PC version destined for 

a Christmas release and an 

Amiga version in hot pursuit, 

to miss it at your peril! 

Strange things are afoot 
on the Enterprise, but 

Spock, ever prepared, 

has his tricorder, his 

Vulcan nerve-pinch, and 
his quizzically-raised 
eyebrow at the ready to 

counter the threat 



? Y'know, as we all relax here in the tranquil rustic 

ee atmosphere, one of the things occupying our 

minds is what do yall out there think of Games-X, or like, 

about anything else whatsoever? So hey, why not write and 

tell us! Send your missives to: X-IT, Games-X, Eurepa 

House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 4NP. 

| have one simple question to ask: Can 

you compare a computer with a console, 

at least graphic and soundwise? All my 

friends say you can't. 

| would also like to know your top 10 

favourite Game Boy games. 

PS | have fallen in love with, wait for it, 

Fiona’s ducks. They're just so cute. 

Kevin Mineur, Wimborne, Dorset. 

Well your friends are wrong. It is possible 

to assess how good the graphics are on 

different formats, and then go on to 

compare machines. The top 10 Game 

Boy games are Tetris, Tetris, Tetris, 

Tetris... and, oh yes, did | mention 

Tetris? In love with Fiona’s ducks? Are 

you mad? 

Yo, what's happening, you utterly mega, 

brilliant magazine! | was getting a bit 

carried away there — sorry! | think your 

magazine is gallaus (Scottish word) and 

I've been reading it since it came out. 

Here’s why | think it’s so gallaus: 

1. The reviews are spot on. 

2. It's a bargain for 70p. 

3.It gives me information about new 

games before any other mag can. 

4. It is gallaus. 

5. It is totally and utterly mega fab. 

ce cereale a a aga ear Newsagent, 

“AT 
PS Will Terminator be coming out on the 

Speccy? 

PPS How much does a Game Gear cost 

in the USA because I'm going to Florida 

for my hols? 

Euan Carmichael, Broxburn, 

Scotland. 

Hmm, interesting word. But using it three 

times in one letter is a mite excessive 

don’t you think? 

Terminator 2 went on the shelves of 

your local computer store on Thursday 

3rd October. You'll get a Game Gear for 

around $150.00 across the pond. Don't 

forget the postcard. 

When reading issue 13 of Games-X | 

read a letter which went on about the 

price of Lynx games. Not talking just 

about Lynx game prices but all formats, 

if they were to cut the price of games on 

all formats that would be better. They 

could do this by cutting down on the 

amount of packaging used, to roughly 4 

x 4 x 1 inches. This is about the size of 

the Game Boy boxes. This would then 

reduce the price. 

Duncan Rochester, Boscombe, 

Bournemouth. 

If you took a look at the amount it costs 

to produce a game you would see that 

i Please would you reserve/deliver a copy r 

i of Games-X every week for: | 

[ Name oeuansnenaesnusseonnauensesonseeeseusunnrecessusussucaure = 

Address .. suusnnauneonsunconsussusnsnnsnnnansncsaunae uuanens 

L | _sunageusnaesnnssosnacansanneonsseneneesrnaennnnneonnsnsanenonsene - 

: sununensesuunnessuunnneecceuunsnonaenrecs : 

Post Code. suseonuauasanseeunnneonnasanseessnnenes 

Note to newsagent: Games-X is available on a a sale or return 
basis from ue ” 700 4600 _ 

eee : 
Ga 

H 5 lal bad 
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the packaging only accounts for a 

minimal proportion of the overall costs. 

So reducing the size of the box wouldn't 

result in a major price drop. 

| am writing about the CD ROM Drive for 

the Amiga 500. -It is being developed by 

Commodore and not Philips as you said, 

and it is a CDTV compatible drive. The 

drive is called the A690 and is expected 

to cost £365. 

PS The T-shirt you sent me was sorted. 

You should make some baseball caps to 

match. Also when you get your A690 

send it to me and | will review it for you. 

lt should only take about six months. 

Charles Vickers, 

Middlesborough. 

The CD drive that Philips is working on 

at the moment, the CDI, is not Amiga 

compatible. So if you want a drive which 

is, the Commodore machine is the one 

for you. Oh, and you can expect it 

around Christmas. 

Look, even though you've helped to 

clarify the CD drive situation you're not 

going to get your mitts on any machine 

which makes its way into the GX offices. 

My entry for the mint | 

IE Games-X T-shirt. The | 

piccy is of me playing 

my Game Boy inside a 

matchstick train. Mint or what? 

PS It was a tight squeeze. 

_ A Non, Alsager, Stoke- 

on-Trent. 

_ There’s a problem here. Even if you won the ‘Strangest Place to Play a Game Boy’ 

another computer games magazine, but 

it was nowhere near the standard of 

Games-X. | have only been reading your 

mag for two weeks and I’m already 

addicted. | recommend to Shane Watson 

(who wrote in issue 22) Ghouls and 

Repton, both from Superior Software. | 

actually managed to get into the giant 

clam without a cheat. 

Can | have a T-shirt? Are there any 

cheats for Flimbo’s Quest? 

PS Can't send a photo in cos my 

eyebrows are weird and | find it 

impossible to smile. 

Peter Wood, Peterborough. 

Well, what did you expect? Buying 

another mag indeed! If you're listening 

Shane, try those two offerings for your 

BBC. Scoop, however, seems to doubt 

your ability to choose games. This 

happened when | mentioned the words 

Flimbo’s Quest, so | suggest you play 

Tetris instead. 

While reading your magazine | read with 

interest the advert by Console Quest. It 

stated that between 5th-8th December 

there is a computer show at Wembley. 

Please could you tell me if this is 

true and if it is just for consoles or does it 

include the Amiga as well? Could you 

also send me the prices of the tickets 

compo you'd be far too small to wear the T-shirt. 



(both adults and children) and where | 

can buy these? Also could you tell me if 

ihere is anyway of getting a bargain (ie 

cheaper tickets by buying before a | 

certain date etc)? 

PS What happened to the idea of direct 

mailing of Games-X to readers? Please | 

could you reply to this as well. 

Shailesh Varia, Kenton, Harrow. 

The show you are talking about is the | 

Computer Shopper Show run by 

Blenhein Exhibitions. It's a multi-format 

event covering both hardware and- 

software. Tickets for adults are £6.00 on 

the door and £4.50 in advance, for 

children these prices are £4.00 and 

£3.00 respectively. For more information 

there's a helpline to call: 051 357 1736. 

Nothing concrete has been decided 

as far as GX subscriptions go, but I'll let 

you know as soon as something is. 

Where shall | start? Ah, firstly, please 

could you review some ST games 

instead of just throwing them into the 

Axess To All Formats section. 

Is Final Fight really that bad on the 

ST? Thirdly, can someone please tell me 

what the GT Engine, PC Engine and the 

PC Engine GT are? Finally, what does a 

Games-x T-shirt look like? 

Olly Nicholson, Bishopston, 

Bristol. 

1, The idea behind GX is to be as up to 

date as possible, so we review the 

version of a game which comes out first. 

Unfortunately for ST owners this tends to 

be the Amiga. 

Now our reviews have been 

changed to give details of all the formats 

the game is due to be released on, so 

everyone is happy. (Ahem, I’m not, my 

bunions are playing up something rotten 

and her indoors is on the warpath again, 

I don't know, when | was a lad... — Dr X). 

2. The ST version of Final Fight is 

lacking in the animation and sound 

departments and therefore it failed to live 

up to the brilliant standard of the Amiga 

version. 

3. They are all the same machine. 

4, Stunning! 

ms (as scone 

Over the last year the budget market has 

increased in size and | must congratulate 

Hit Squad for being the best of the lot. 

The only thing that annoys me is 

that when I've purchased a game like 

SWIV | find that in a few months from 

now it will cost the grand total of £29.99 

oundled with three other games, so I've 

vasted £24.99, when | could’ve got three 

additional games. 

If the software houses can do this 

Sen why not release game compilations 

astead of individual titles and maybe sell 

re titles at £12.99 each? 

| love Games-X and what about 

sting readers send in their top five 

games? Here are mine: 

1. F-15 Strike Eagle 2 

2. Wings 

3. Lemmings 

4. Bubble Bobble 

5. Speedball 2 

Also, include more Game Boy stuff. 

PS Why do you never print Scottish 

letters or do Street Talks across the 

border? 

Grant Liddell, Johnstone, 

Strathclyde. 

The amount you pay for a game has to 

take into account all the people involved 

in its creation, from programmer to shop | 

owner. After a few months the software 

house can afford to sell games at a 

reduced price, once it has recouped the 

original outlay. Think about it — everyone 

has to make a living and if no money was 

being made where would the next game 

come from? 

If you want all of X-it to be filled with 

readers’ top five games, well that’s fine 

by me. But don't you think it'd be a little 

boring? (This page couldn't be any more 

boring — Dr X). 

Anyway | let this one sneak in cos 

you didn’t ask for a T-shirt. On your last 

point, if more Scottish people would write 

in we could print more letters from north 

of the border. 

TEAM TALK 
Feargus, our intrepid and 

fearless production editor, has 

The demon been kidnapped! 

box is the chief 

suspect in this 

heinous crime. 

This means that > 

in his place for ~ 

the time being | 

we have movie | _ 

star, Charles Bronson, who 

seems to have grown a little 

more feminine than we 

remember him. A nationwide 

search for Feargus has begun... 

The office has undergone a 

real change this week. Not only 

has the furniture been moved 

round, we have said farewell to 

Simon who has passed on to ST 

Action, the poor soul, although 

he seems to be coping quite 

well. However, it won't be long 

before he’s a jibbering wreck! 

On top of this Hugh has 

moved his desk to get away 

from the rabble (the writers), 

he says it was ruining his 

square image!?! 

NEXT ISSUE 
out Thursday 17th October 
* Exclusive interview with the 
Bitmap Bros fo find out about 
Chaos Engine 
* Exclusive to Games-X, a two 
page review of Shuttle from 
Vektor Graphix 
* Reviewed: Mad-TV, Gunship 
2000, Hard Nova, Super RC Pro- 
Am, Leander, plus... 

* Find out how 
fo be a winner 
when playing 
Mega lo Mania 
in part one of 
the GX guide 
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This Suzuki LT80.Quad is one mean machine! It can be 

ridden by anyone over the age of 12 as the speed of 

the 80cc petrol engine can be controlled to suit the 

skill of the rider! It's got to be the best fun you can 

possibly have on 4 big. wheels! We'll also give the 

lucky winner of this quadrophonic competition a 

complete safety outfit of helmet, padded body 

clothes and gloves! So if you are looking for 

off the road fun, just call the number now! 
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Beata aee aaa SYSTEM This has to be the ultimat for 
: Look what you could win - an Amiga 500 Computer, a ae @ ultimate comp for 

your feet! A pair of rollerblades, pair 

20 Meg Amiga Hard Disc, Joystick...PLUS...a HUGE of rollerskates, and a pair of Nike Air 

37" Mitsubishi TV Monitor for Gigantic Graphics!! 180's!! So go feet first and call now! = 
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[eening like. an ‘extra from Terminator this Philips T TV called. 

the "Discoverer has got to be the best goggle box ever! 
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Calls cost 36p (cheap rate) and 48p (at all other times) per ae incl VAT. For winners list send SAE to: Populuxe, PO Box 

2065, London, W12 9JH. 0898 calls are more expensive than normal calls so please get permission before you phone. 
elt 


